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Abstract

Lung cancer is the main cause of cancer-related deaths both in Europe and United
States, because often it is diagnosed at late stages of the disease, when the survival
rate is very low if compared to first asymptomatic stage. Lung cancer screening
using annual low-dose Computed Tomography (CT) reduces lung cancer 5-year
mortality by about 20% in comparison to annual screening with chest radiography.
However, the detection of pulmonary nodules in low-dose chest CT scans is a very
difficult task for radiologists, because of the large number (300/500) of slices to be
analyzed. In order to support radiologists, researchers have developed Computeraided Detection (CAD) algorithms for the automated detection of pulmonary nodules
in chest CT scans. Despite proved benefits of those systems on the radiologists
detection sensitivity, the usage of CADs in clinical practice has not spread yet. The
main objective of this thesis is to investigate and tackle the issues underlying this
inconsistency. In particular, in Chapter 2 we introduce M5L, a fully automated Weband Cloud-based CAD for the automated detection of pulmonary nodules in chest
CT scans. This system introduces a new paradigm in clinical practice, by making
available CAD systems without requiring to radiologists any additional software and
hardware installation. The proposed solution provides an innovative cost-effective
approach for clinical structures. In Chapter 3 we present our international challenge
aiming at a large-scale validation of state-of-the-art CAD systems. We also investigate and prove how the combination of different CAD systems reaches performances
much higher than any best stand-alone system developed so far. Our results open
the possibility to introduce in clinical practice very high-performing CAD systems
which miss a tiny fraction of clinically relevant nodules. Finally, we tested the
performance of M5L on clinical data-sets. In chapter 4 we present the results of
its clinical validation, which prove the positive impact of CAD as second reader in
the diagnosis of pulmonary metastases on oncological patients with extra-thoracic
cancers. The proposed approaches have the potential to exploit at best the features of
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different algorithms, developed independently, for any possible clinical application,
setting a collaborative environment for algorithm comparison, combination, clinical
validation and, if all of the above were successful, clinical practice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.0.1

Motivation

Lung cancer, also known as bronchogenic carcinoma, is one of the main public
health issues in developed countries and still represents the main cause of cancerrelated deaths both in Europe and United States, accounting for about 20% and 27%
deaths in Europe [1] and United States respectively [2]. Also, the average 5-year
survival rate is very low, around 10-17% [2]. Most of lung cancers are diagnosed
in the late-stage of the disease (usually referred as Stage IV) when the survival
rate is very low if compared to the diagnosis in the preliminary stage (referred as
Stage I) where the 5-year survival rate is about between 45-50%. In late stages,
the progression of the disease can spread to other parts of the body generating the
so-called metastases. Stage I corresponds to the asymptomatic phase of the disease,
making the early diagnosis a real clinical challenge. Conversely, in late stages
the most common symptoms are chronic cough, blood in the saliva, spread pains
in the chest, usually shortness of breath and recurring bronchitis [3]. When lung
cancer is detected in the early stage, treatment is very successful leading in most
of the cases to the complete healing. The research aiming at optimizing the early
diagnosis of lung cancer is a very challenging field which brings together very vast
disciplines: clinicians and technicians cooperates in order to improve patient care. In
fact, computer scientists, medical physicists and radiologists started working both
on hardware and software developments in order to support clinicians by providing
them with advanced automated tools that could improve the detection process.
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1.0.2

Introduction

Medical Imaging of the lungs

Relevant technological and clinical developments have been achieved in the last
decades in order to improve the early diagnosis: among them, the improvement
of scanners for the acquisition of images of the chest. Computed Tomography
(CT) for the imaging of the body has been available since 1975 [4]. The physical
principle underlying this imaging technique is using X-rays to generate density maps
(slices) of the anatomy. A CT scan combines a series of X-ray images taken from

Fig. 1.1 Pictorial view of a CT scanner. The patient is introduced into the CT scanner, while
images are acquired and reconstructed directly on the computer in the control room.

different angles and uses computer processing to create cross-sectional images, or
slices, of the bones, blood vessels and soft tissues inside the body, as pictorially
described in Figure 1. 3D images are formed by combining different information
from a big series of 2D X-ray scans from different angles. A CT scan can then be
considered as composed by a 3D matrix formed by cuboids called voxels. Each voxel
expresses a particular gray value which represents the density (absorption coefficient)
of the corresponding tissue. The standard measurement unit for voxel values is the
Hounsfield Unit (HU). It is defined as:
HU = 1000

µ − µwater
µwater − µair

where µwater and µair are the linear absorption coefficients of water and air respectively. Sometimes CT scans are performed using a contrast agent injected just
before the examination in the blood of the patient. In this case the examination is
usually referred as Contrast-Enhanced Computed Tomography (CECT). The role
of the agent is usually to increase the density and thus also the HU of the blood.
Figure 2 shows a typical example of a CT scan of the lungs from 3 different views:
axial, coronal and sagittal. After the acquisition of all the projections, the images
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Fig. 1.2 An example of a CT scan of the lungs with some anatomical structures underlined.
Three views are usually shown; a) Axial view b) Sagittal view and c) Coronal view of the
right lung. The setting of the HU correspond to the typical lung window: white is set to
values 50 HU or higher and black is -1450 HU or lower.

are reconstructed using dedicated algorithms, which can be divided into two big
families: direct and iterative algorithms. The most famous and still most spread
algorithm of the first family is Filtered Back Projection (FBP) [5]. The second family
is further divided into algebraic and iterative [6]. This last category includes the
most recent algorithms, even though they are still not spread in clinical practice [7].
Improvements on the axial resolution gave to possibility to use in clinical routine
High Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT) scans. Performing scans with axial
reconstructed slices of 1 mm thickness allows to investigate anatomical details of the
lungs on the same scale of the ones available from pathological specimens [8]. The
big revolution in CT imaging was the introduction of multi-detector-row scanners
able to acquire up to 64 1-mm slices per rotation at the same time. Furthermore,
each rotation can be performed in less than a second. These achievements reduced
the acquisition time and consequently motion and breathing artifacts. In parallel to
technological developments, software improvements on reconstruction algorithms
made the quality of acquired images much better, sensitively decreasing the dose
to the patient. On the other side, all previous remarkable improvements brought
into clinical practice a major challenge: dealing with an enormous increase in the
number and size of digital images. This high-demanding challenge has been called
data explosion by Rubin [9]. One of the clinical interested challenges was screening
potential lung cancer high-risk subjects (such as heavy smokers or former smokers
above a certain age) using X-rays or CT scans. The National Lung Screening Trial
(NLST), a randomized control trial in the U.S. including more than 50,000 high-risk
subjects, showed that lung cancer screening using annual low-dose CT reduces lung
cancer mortality by 20% in comparison to annual screening with chest radiography
[10]. In 2013, the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (USPSTF) has given low-dose
CT screening a grade B recommendation for high-risk individuals [11] and in early
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2015, the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has approved CT
lung cancer screening for Medicare recipients. As a result of these developments,
lung cancer screening programs using low-dose CT are being implemented in the
United States and other countries are expected to follow soon. During a screening
campaign, millions of slices need to be analyzed as fast as possible. This situation
represents a real burden for radiologists. In fact, the identification of pathological
Regions Of Interest (ROIs) in low-dose high resolution CT scans is a difficult and
time consuming task for radiologists, mainly due to the high number of slices (on
average 200/300 per patient) to be read. Furthermore, it has been proved [12] that
radiologist’s concentration decreases during the day with a substantial impact on
the overall detection sensitivity. Pulmonary nodules are the early manifestation of
lung cancer: they show up on CT as a small round or oval-shaped growth in the lung.
They may also be called spots on the lung or a coin lesion. Pulmonary nodules are
smaller than three centimeters in diameter. If the growth is larger than that previous
dimension, they are called pulmonary mass and they are more likely to represent
a cancer. Pulmonary nodules can be distinguished according to the tissue forming
them as follows:
• solid pulmonary nodules: a solid nodule completely obscures the surrounding
parenchyma; it has homogeneous soft-tissue attenuation and well-defined
margins with normal parenchyma. An example of solid pulmonary nodule is
shown in Figure 1.3;
• ground glass opacity (GGO or non-solid nodule): it manifests as an area of
hazy increased attenuation that does not obliterate the bronchial and vascular
margins. They can be due to inflammatory changes, benign lesions, or carcinoma (often bronchioloalveolar). Due to their structure, they are more difficult
to be detected by the radiologist, but they usually are more likely to be found
malignant [13]. An example of GGO is shown in Figure 1.5;
• semi-solid nodule: it consists of both ground-glass and solid soft-tissue attenuation components. It partially obscures the surrounding parenchyma. An
example of semi-solid nodule is shown in Figure 1.4.
Furthermore, pulmonary nodules can be distinguished between malignant and benign. Using only the visual assessment of the nodule there is no certainty about
the malignancy of a nodule. Additional investigations such as Positron Emission
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Fig. 1.3 A solid nodule in the upper left lobe (right side) with irregular margins. This is a
stage I adenocarcinoma of the lung.

Fig. 1.4 A part solid nodule in the lower right lobe. This is a non-small-cell lung cancer.

Tomography (PET) [14] or biopsy (pathological examination of part of the cells
constituting the nodule at the microscope) is required in order to determine the origin
of the nodule. In case of malignant nodule, it can be associated to two types of lung
cancer: small cell lung cancer (SCLC) and non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
The classification is made according to the appearance of the tumor cells at the
microscope. SCLC is the most aggressive type of cancer, usually related to cigarette
smoking and comprises about 10-15% of lung cancers [15]. Conversely, NSCLC is
the most common lung cancer, accounting for about 85% of them. [15]. According
to the type of cells found in the tumor it is further divided into: adenocarcinomas,
squamous cell carcinomas and large cell carcinomas. As mentioned before, the
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Fig. 1.5 A ground-glass opacity nodule in the lower right lobe. This is an adenocarcinoma
with a bronchioloalveolar component.

visual assessment of a pulmonary nodule is not enough to discriminate between
malignant and benign lesions. Conversely, the visual assessment of the properties
of a pulmonary nodule is fundamental in order to determine the correct monitoring
action for the detected lesion. In fact, the main objective of lung screening is not
just to detect nodules, but to determine whether or not immediate follow-up action
or monitoring is required. Different strategies and guidelines for the management
of pulmonary nodules have been proposed in literature [16] [17]. Most of them are
based on some properties of the nodule, such as type of nodules or size. Depending
on these features and their combination with other factors such as smoking history,
the therapy is determined. It can include both additional follow-up CT surveillance
up to 1 year if the nodule is not likely to be malignant or immediate therapy (surgery,
chemotherapy, radiotherapy). From the point of view of the radiologist, it is important to detect all the nodules, including small nodules, in order to analyze and
monitor their growing rate, which it is a good indicator of malignancy [18]. As
already stressed, the detection of pulmonary nodules in chest CT scans is far from
being a trivial task for radiologists. In addition, most measurements (such as the
quantification of the volume of a nodule) are performed manually by the radiologist, by delimiting the contour of the nodule slice by slice. This represents a very
time-consuming task. It is becoming clear that the possibility to provide clinicians
with tools for the automated detection and quantification of properties of pulmonary
nodules not only can improve the early diagnosis of lung cancer, but also would
optimize the cost-effectiveness of screening campaigns. In addition, quantitative
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measurements of the properties of nodules are more reliable and can be used as risk
predictor factors or discriminant features between malignant or benign lesions. The
approach of introducing quantitative automated measurements can be referred to as
the field of quantitative imaging analysis.

1.0.3

Computer-Aided Detection systems

Computer vision and medical imaging techniques can play a fundamental role in
this optic and are fundamental in order to facilitate CT interpretation. In fact, the
rapid developments in the imaging acquisition techniques have been accompanied by
research on imaging analysis techniques. The algorithms for the automated detection
of pathological ROIs are called Computer-Aided Detection or diagnosis (CAD)
systems. The usual structure of a CAD system is: 1) pre-processing, 2) candidate
detection, and 3) false positive reduction. A pictorial view of the typical setup of a
CAD system is shown in Figure 6. The pre-processing stage is used to restrict the

Fig. 1.6 Typical setup of a classical CAD system. The input is represented by a CT scan
which pre-elaborated during the pre-processing stage. The input image is segmented in order
to extract the binary mask of the lungs. Following stages are: candidate detection and false
positive reduction. This last step can be considered as formed by two sub sequential steps:
feature extraction and classification. The final output of a CAD system is a list of CAD
marks which is sent to the radiologist for review.

search space to the lungs and to limit noise and image artifacts. One of the most
important parts of the pre-processing step is the so-called segmentation. In particular,
great importance is dedicated to the segmentation of the lungs. Since the manual
delineation of the contour of the lungs slice by slice is a very time consuming task,
the aim of the segmentation is to perform this task automatically. It has been proved
[19] that an accurate segmentation is a key point in the pre-processing stage: as study
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[19] shows that a fraction between 5%-17% of lung nodules were missed because of
a wrong pre-processing lung segmentation. Most of the segmentation algorithms rely
on the fact that the lungs can be considered as a bag full of air, so that they appear
as a uniform dark region in the CT scan. Most of the algorithms performing the
segmentation task are based on gray-level thresholding and connected component
analysis [20] [21]. These methods still suffer from one issue: they are optimized to
work on lungs without any pathological or anatomical deformity, while they can fail
or produce wrong results when applied on lungs presenting anatomical deformities.
The obtained final segmentation of the lungs is usually saved as a binary mask and
represents the input for the following step of a CAD system: the candidate detection.
The aim of this step is to detect nodule candidates, inside the lung mask. The nodule
detection algorithms must provide a very high detection sensitivity, but a very low
specificity, which comes with a high number of false positives. Candidate detection
algorithms can be based on the widest range of classical medical imaging analysis
techniques. One of the most spread and common is the usage of multiple gray-level
thresholding techniques [22] [23] [24]: trying to find connected components which
present comparable gray level intensities and remove attached anatomical structures
such as vessels. Other techniques [25] [26] make use of mathematical morphological
operations and additional dedicated filters. The list of candidates, which as mentioned
usually includes a very large number of false positives, represents the input for the
next step: false positive reduction. The false positive reduction procedure can be
seen as a classical binary class machine learning problem: separating non-nodules
(negative class) from true nodules (positive class). The classical approaches to
solve this problem define a list of features associated to each candidate. The most
commonly used features are: gray-level, shape, spatial features and morphological
or texture properties. The list of features represents then the input for the classifier.
In order to reduce the computational time of the classification stage, some false
positives are already discarded using some filtering based on spatial properties.
The available CAD algorithms explore a vast range of classifiers: neural networks
[27] [28][29], linear classifiers [30] [31], Markov random fields [32] and Bayesian
classifiers [33]. The classification step generates the final list of CAD marks which is
then given to the radiologist for review. Some classification algorithms also perform
a characterization of pulmonary nodules, classifying them according to their type or
providing a malignancy score.
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1.0.4

Introduction of CAD in clinical practice

CAD systems can be introduced into clinical practice in three different ways: as first
reader, as concurrent reader and as second reader. In the first reading mode, all the
scans are submitted to the analysis of the CAD before being read by the radiologist.
Only slices with CAD marks are then presented to the radiologist. This method can
have the appeal to sensibly reduce the reading time, but it requires a system with both
high sensitivity and specificity in order not to miss any clinically relevant nodule. In
the third reading mode, CAD marks are available to the radiologist only after he/she
has finished the first unassisted reading. She / He can then access CAD ROIs and
mark them as irrelevant findings (e.g. other pulmonary lesions or not nodules), false
positives or true positives originally missed during the un-assisted reading. This
solution can have the potential issue to increase the average reading time of a CT
scan. The second reading mode is a compromise solution in which CAD marks are
shown simultaneously to the radiologists while he/she is inspecting the slices. It is
difficult so far to assess which solution should be adopted in clinical practice due to
the scarce availability in literature of studies comparing these modalities.

1.0.5

Contribution of this work

The main contribution of this work is aimed at the development and application in
clinical practice of CAD systems for the early detection of lung cancer. The first
part of the work has been focused on the investigation of available state-of-art CAD
systems and their application in clinical practice. This analysis has raised some
issues which have been tackled as developments during the research project. In
particular, main attention has been focused on:
• developing a complete CAD system which can be accessed and used without
requiring any Software or Hardware installation to the clinical facility;
• investigating the impact of combining different CAD systems on the overall
detection sensitivity and largely validating new up-to-date candidate detection
and false positive algorithms;
• clinically validating the developed system.

Chapter 2
M5L: a Web- and Cloud-based
on-demand CAD
2.0.1

Motivation

With the starting of lung cancer CT screening programs, the development of CAD
systems has growing rapidly. Considering, for example, the years between 1998 and
2004, the academic production of articles presenting automated nodule detection
algorithms has almost doubled each year [34]. In these works, big attention has been
devoted to propose new techniques for the detection of pathological ROIs. Other
works had the aim to improve exiting CAD systems adding additional improvements
or features to existing algorithms. However, scarce effort has been put to analyze
the requirements which need to be fulfilled by a system in order to be used daily
in clinical practice. This evidence led to a discrepancy between the level of developments reached in the academic research and the level of dissemination of CADs
in clinical facilities. It is rare to find hospitals which use those systems as decision
support in the diagnosis, but is more rare to find CADs used as independent reader.
A detailed analysis of issues related to state-of-art CAD systems together with an
analysis of clinical requirements for the introduction of a CAD in hospital facilities
represents the first step to develop CADs potentially applicable in clinical routine.
In addition, the emerging of new technologies (e.g distribute computing) could offer
possible solutions to introduce a new paradigm of CAD systems for daily usage in
the diagnostic process. A recent study [35] investigates the new informatics tools
and developments which can help radiologists to improve the diagnostic process. In
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this work a chapter is totally dedicated to the usage of new technologies such as the
WEB or Cloud Computing as instruments for daily clinical practice.

2.0.2

CAD systems: state-of-art and challenges

There are several reasons for the inconsistency mentioned in Section 2.0.1: a CAD
system needs to be fast and easy to use since radiologists are not used to operate
with this tool and it needs to be reliable. It is possible to highlight at least three
different kinds of issues which are currently limiting the spreading of CAD systems
into clinical practice: software-related, hardware-related and protocol-related.
Software-related issues
The standard approach to make CAD algorithms available in clinical routine of
health facilities is the deployment of stand-alone workstations. These workstations
are usually equipped with a vendor-dependent Graphic User Interface (GUI) and
usually offered by the manufacturer of the scanner with a closed source operating
system. Since the algorithms are protected by copyrights, it is not possible to access
their internal properties or features. Furthermore, usually there are no scientific
publications validating their real performances (including, for example, the validation
of the algorithms on external data-sets using an objective and common evaluation
metric). In addition, the software usually has very high license costs. Due to its
standalone operating systems, additional costs can be charged for the integration
of the workstation with software already present in the hospital facility, such as for
example the PACS (Picture Archiving Communication System) which manages the
storage and transfer of medical scans after their acquisition. Additional impacts on
costs are due to the upgrade of the software because of its rapid obsolescence. In
fact, considering the rapid developments in the field, more performing CAD systems
could be available on the market. Having an up-to-date CAD system is fundamental
to benefit from its additional features which could improve its overall detection
sensitivity. If these costs can be partially absorbed or accepted by big clinical centers,
they can represent a real problem for small clinical facilities.
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Hardware-related issues
The computational power required by an algorithm usually increases with the algorithm complexity. This means that high performing algorithms require dedicated
powerful hardware, usually sold by the manufacturer. Sometimes running several
CAD algorithms in parallel and combining their results can require computational
power which is not precisely predictable. In addition, if the CAD tool needs to be
used during a massive screening campaign, where hundreds of scans have to be
analyzed as fast as possible, a flexibility in the allocation of computing resources
becomes fundamental. Considering that screening campaigns can be concentrated
in a given period and that the number of CTs which need to be analyzed is much
larger than the average number of CTs analyzed during clinical routine, buying a
new more powerful hardware only for screening would not be a cost-effective choice.
The high computational power will be then only used for screening campaigns, but
only a small part of it will be needed for clinical practice. This reason has motivated
researchers to optimize the solution for the computation of CAD algorithms. In
the past, prototypes for handling the analysis of medical images using a distributed
environment were proposed. These solutions were based on the usage of GRID
infrastructure, which has been deeply used for high-energy physics projects [36] [37].
Unfortunately, the GRID-approach is not suitable for the majority of Medical Physics
applications due to the rigidity and complexity of the infrastructure. In addition,
the management of a GRID infrastructure requires dedicated man-power to monitor
and maintain the service, which is usually not available (and not cost-effective) in a
clinical structure.
Protocol-related issues
Guaranteeing the possibility to share CAD results and medical annotations between
radiologists can improve the effectiveness of the diagnosis. The definition of reference standard, and more generally of true nodule can vary a lot between radiologists
of difference experience. A study [38] analyzed the variability of the truth defined by
different combinations of experienced radiologists. In addition, the performances of
the radiologists were analyzed with respect to different definition of reference standards. The study highlights the importance of forming a panel of different reviewers
when annotating a study, to investigate different approaches used by radiologists
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in the diagnostic process. A more detailed study [39] showed how review panels
composed of 8 or 10 experts achieved a sensitivity greater than that of the most
experienced radiologist in the panel. These studies stressed the importance of sharing
and combining annotations by different radiologists of different level of expertise to
increase the diagnostic sensitivity. Unfortunately, the choice of using stand-alone
workstations makes almost impossible to share medical annotations and CAD results
between clinicians from different institutions. Developing and providing a CAD
system which can be accessed by radiologists all over the world seems to be a mandatory challenge to be faced to improve the diagnosis and detection of pathological
ROIs between radiologists. In addition, small clinical facilities sometimes do not
have a daily pool of resident experienced radiologists. Giving to these facilities
the possibility to ask immediately for a remotely consultation by an experienced
radiologist from other structures could be fundamental to improve the diagnosis and
reduce costs.

2.0.3

The algorithms

M5L is the combination of two independent CAD systems running in parallel: the
Channeler Ant Model (lungCAM) and the Voxel-Based Neural Approach (VBNA).
The common step for all the algorithms is the segmentation of the lungs, which is
performed using a 3D region growing [40] which includes also the elimination of
the trachea. The lung mask is then used as input for the next steps of the algorithms.
lungCAM
This algorithm is based on the simulation of the life-cycle of colonies of virtual ants
[41]. They can be released within a seed point inside the lungs and they move inside
the volume of the lungs. During their motion they release pheromone according to
some predefined rules. Voxels visited by ants are removed and the new ant colony is
deposed in the unvisited voxels. The key point of this algorithm is to interpret the CT
voxel intensity as the amount of food available, which is progressively reduced during
the ant feeding. With this approach, brighter structures, more likely to be nodules,
are more likely to be visited by the ants. The probability Pi j that a destination is
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visited is defined as:
Pi j (νi → ν j ) =

W (σ j )
∑n=1,26 W (σn )

where W (σ j ) depends on the amount of pheromone in the voxel ν j . The candidate
detection algorithm ends when all the ants in colonies die. The output is a list
of segmented 3D objects. False positive reduction is performed using a classifier
based on 13 features including spatial, intensity and morphological features. The
relative small number of features wants to keep the classifier more general as possible
avoiding the possibility of over-training. The classifier is a feed-forward artificial
neural network (FFNN) with the following architecture: 13 input neurons, 1 hidden
layer with 25 neurons and 1 neuron as output layer (giving the probability of the
finding to be a real nodule).
VBNA
This algorithm makes use of two different procedures to detect nodules inside the
lung parenchyma [42] [43] and attached to the pleura [44]. Nodules candidates
inside the parenchyma are found using a dot-enhancement filter plus a multi-scale
approach [42] in order to keep into consideration the variability of nodule sizes. The
candidates are extracted as the local maxima of the image after the application of
the filter. Nodule candidates attached to the pleura are found building normals to the
lung wall. The number of normals passing through the voxels are then summed to
define a score and the candidates are extracted as the local maxima of the scores.
False positive reduction is performed using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) using
raw voxels as feature vectors. [43] [44]. The output of the classifier is a list of
findings with an associated probability to represent a real nodule.
Combination and Validation
The outputs from the two previous algorithms are then combined. First, a spatial
matching between the findings is performed: if the Euclidean distance between two
findings is less than 1.5 times their mean diameters, they are merged and considered
as a single finding. Since the two classifiers give different probabilities, the average
probability is associated to the weighted for different performances of the two
algorithms [45]. The M5L CAD has been largely validated in terms of FROC (Free
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Response Receiver Operating) curves as described in [46]. The overall sensitivity
reaches the value of 80% at 4 False Positive findings per scan. This is a remarkable
result considering the size (more than 1000 scans) and the heterogeneity (including
both screening and clinical scans with different kind of resolutions) of the validation
data-set.

2.0.4

The WEB front-end

The first issue we decided to tackle was to make the M5L results available to
radiologists without requiring any software installation in their clinical facilities. One
of the desired requirements was to permit to the radiologists not only to access and
visualize CAD results, but also to insert their medical annotations of the submitted
cases. In addition, the system had to allow the possibility to operate with the CAD
in the reading approaches presented in the previous chapter. We followed these
requirements when designing and implementing the WEB-based interface, which is
accessible at (http://m5l.to.infn.it). The M5L service is available as WEB tool and
can then be accessed with any browser using desktop, tablets and mobile devices. The
core of the interface infrastructure has been built using the open source tool DRUPAL
[47]. DRUPAL has the advantage to present a modular core with a system of hooks
and callbacks that can be accessed using Application Programming Interface (API)
[48]. This solution allows to use DRUPAL’s standard features (e.g users and contents
management) out-of-the-box. Conversely, it also provides a customizable platform
with the possibility to build third-party contributed modules without changing its
core code. The development of modules can be easily performed using PHP. The
main advantages of DRUPAL can be summarized as follows:
• highly scalable: it can manage high-traffic conditions;
• mobile scalable: all the contents of DRUPAL can be visualized also on mobile
devices. The optimization of the design and the visualization is automatically
performed according to the device accessing the site;
• security: it has a very detailed system of managing the security of the contents.
The site admin can define different sets of users with different kinds of grants
and then control the access to protected contents;
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• content as a service: it has structured data models allowing to display content
with multiple views according to the requests of the users.

For our project, four dedicated custom modules have been developed:
• DICOM information retrieval;
• submission;
• annotation;
• review.
In order to operate with the features of previous modules, three different user profiles
were created:
• submitter: associated to a technician who uploads the study case and selects
the radiologist reviewing the study;
• reviewer: associated to a radiologist who can review the study cases and access
CAD results;
• administrator: the manager of the WEB site with full grants.
DICOM Information Retrieval Module
This module is a dedicated PHP class which allows to retrieve information about the
submitted case based on the DICOM properties of the image itself. DICOM (Digital
Imaging and Communication in Medicine) is the international standard for medical
images and related information (ISO 12052) [49]. It is used to define the formats of
medical images which can be exchanged and the quality of clinical data. DICOM
is implemented in almost every radiology, cardiology imaging, and radiotherapy
device. When a medical image is stored as a data, not only it contains the image
data, but also the meta data belonging to the patient (e.g. age, sex, name) and to the
examination (e.g. date of acquisition, modality). The developed class reads some
of the most important DICOM tags (e.g. properties of the image) of the submitted
study and stores them. This class also has a dedicated method which can check the
conformity of a DICOM study, such as for example the quality of the images (e.g.
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Fig. 2.1 Screenshot of the M5L submission form as seen by a submitter logging in with
proper credentials.

minimum number of slices). In addition, the tool checks if the study is anonymized
and if not, provides a full anonimization of the case, removing any data which can
be associated to sensitive information of the patients.
Submission Module
This module has been conceived to be used by a technician. Its main goal is to
submit study cases for CAD computations and select one or more radiologists for
the review of the submitted case. A screenshot of the module is shown in Figure 2.1.
The user, who has the grants to act as a submitter, connects with proper credentials
to the WEB service. The available fields of the submission form are here explained:
• CASE ID: this is a unique identifier (alphanumeric characters without space)
which is associated to the case. If the chosen ID is already present in the server,
an error message is displayed and a new ID is asked, in order to avoid data
corruption and duplication;
• Type of study: the user can choose between Screening study or Clinical study.
It can be expanded with additional developments including the possibility to
relate the submitted study to previous exams of the same patient;
• Upload browser: the uploaded file must be a compressed zip file containing
only one valid DICOM study. In case of wrong format upload, a warning is
returned to the user. In case of uploaded file with more than one DICOM
study, only the first DICOM study will be processed, while the others will be
skipped;
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Fig. 2.2 Overview of the annotation module with an example of selected ROI. Screenshot
on the left is the global axial view of the slice corresponding to the finding, while the
screenshot on the right is the cropped zoomed view of the finding. Additional information
about properties of the ROIs can be displayed clicking on the ROI name.

• Reviewers panel: the reviewer can choose, from the list of registered users,
one or more radiologists who will review the case.
Reviewers can be chosen not necessarily belonging to the same institution, allowing
the possibility to have multicentre annotations. In addition, the submitter has to chose
the reading role of the reviewer: first reader or second reader (as explained in previous
chapter). After the case have been submitted and the checks on anonymization and
quality of the images are fulfilled, the study case will be analyzed by the CAD in a
dedicated back-end which will be presented in Section 2.0.5. An e-mail will alert
the submitter when the cases will have been processed. Consequentially all the
selected reviewers receive an e-mail with the link to insert the medical annotations
of the associated cases. With this asynchronous procedure the submitter can upload
bunches of cases without waiting for CAD processing completion, while reviewers
are finishing their medical reports.
Annotation Module
This module has been conceived to be used by a radiologist. Its main goal is to
allow medical annotations of submitted cases by the radiologists through a dedicated
WEB form. The radiologist, connecting with proper credentials, can access the list
of associated cases and insert his / her annotation. A screen shot of the module is
shown in Figure 2.2. The WEB form was built in order to give the possibility to
include a detailed annotation, with details about morphological properties of the
pathological ROIs. This level of details is a bit simpler than the usual protocol of
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annotations followed in clinical practice with the annotation provided as a free-text
description. In our approach we followed the guidelines listed by the Lung Image
Database Consortium (LIDC) [50], a big initiative aiming at collecting a large-scale
of annotated clinical data. The main reasons supporting our choice were:
• definition of a common protocol for the annotations: since there are no strict
guidelines available for medical annotations of CT scans, we decided to
propose to radiologists a common structured quantitative panel for annotations
with the aim of homogenizing the medical report;
• facilitating data retrieval and queries: retrieving data from a free text box
can really represents a difficult and time consuming task. The usage of quantitative scores and numbers for the properties of the findings facilitates the
possibility to perform queries and statistics. In addition, it makes clinicians
and researchers able to use these raw data for additional analyses (including
for example the feeding of risk predictor algorithms);
• collecting a data-set of annotated clinical data: precious information that
allows to train and validate the classifiers. The scarce availability of annotated
anonymized clinical data still represents an issue. Collecting and sharing those
data can improve the developments in the field.
A description of the fields available for annotation is then provided:
• Diameter: this is the nodule diameter (in mm) measured by the radiologist. If
the finding does not have a perfect spherical structure (e.g. it is an ellipsoid),
the diameter is taken as the length of the major axis;
• Position: 3D spatial positions (x,y,z) of the finding in mm;
• Subtlety: it is a measure of how difficult the nodule was to be detected according to the experience of the radiologist. Its score goes from 1 (Extremely
Subtle) to 5 (Obvious);
• Internal Structure: it is used to classify the internal properties of the nodule: it
goes from 1 (Soft tissue) to 4 (Air);
• Sphericity: it is used to classify if the shape of the nodules deviates from a
symmetric spherical shape: it goes from 1 (Linear) to 5 (Round);
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• Lobulation: it is used to rank the degree of lobulation, defined as an appearance
resembling lobules: it goes from 1 (None) to 5 (Marked);
• Texture: it is used to classify the type of nodule: it goes from 1 (Non solid /
GGO) to 5 (Solid);
• Calcification: it is used to highlight if the nodule presents a calcification
pattern: it goes from 1 (Pop-corn) to 6 (Absent). Calcified pulmonary nodules
are less likely to be malignant;
• Margin: it is a description of how well the margin of the nodule is defined: it
goes from 1 (Poorly) to 5 (Sharp);
• Spiculation: it is used to quantify the edges of the nodule: it goes from 1
(None) to 5 (Marked). Typically, benign nodules have well-defined borders
while malignant nodules are irregular or elongated;
• Malignancy: it is defined as the subjective assessment of the likelihood of
malignancy, assuming the scan originated from a 60-year-old male smoker: it
goes from 0 (Highly Unlikely to be cancer) to 4 (Higly Suspicious to be cancer).
It is worth to notice that this is a qualitative assessment of the malignancy
of the finding based on its visual properties. Only additional investigations
can provide a proof of malignancy. Conversely, it is interesting to see how
visual properties of the nodule influence the radiologist in the perception of
malignancy.

Review Module
This module has been conceived to be used by a radiologist. Its main goal is to allow
the review of CAD marks by the radiologist. The radiologist, connecting with proper
credentials, can access the list of CAD marks of associated cases in two ways. If he /
she was selected as first-reader, CAD marks will be automatically made available
only when the first unassisted reading will be declared complete. If he / she was
selected as second-reader, CAD marks are directly available during the annotation. A
preliminary check is performed in order to compare CAD marks to annotated finding.
If a CAD mark is spatially matched with any finding in the list, it is automatically
marked as True Positive and it is assigned the same malignancy of the corresponding
annotated finding. The remaining findings need to be marked by the radiologist
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Fig. 2.3 Screenshot of the review module. Connecting with proper credentials, the radiologist
has marked CAD findings as True Positive, False Positives, or Irrelevant.

Fig. 2.4 Screenshot of the Osirix plugin with underlined a CAD mark in the circle. The
radiologist can scroll through the slices and reject or accept the CAD mark. In this last case
the mark is added on radiologist’s annotation.

as: False Positive, Irrelevant (according to definition provided in [45]) and True
Positive. In this last case, the radiologist is asked to specify the malignancy score.
True Positives represent the nodules originally missed by the radiologist in the first
unassisted reading and when the reviewing process is completed, they are added to
the final annotation.
A screen shot of the the reviewing module with some examples is shown in
Figure 2.3. CAD results can be downloaded in several formats (PDF report, XML
and DICOM Structured Report) or visualized with a dedicated plugin for Osirix
viewer [51]. Osirix is a DICOM viewer for iOS systems which is quite spread in
clinical facilities. The plugin allows, after having downloaded the CAD results in
XML format, to visualize and scroll CAD marks directly on the images. It allows the
possibility to pre-load the list of findings from the radiologist and the list of CAD
marks. A screenshot of the plugin is shown in Figure 2.4.
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2.0.5

The Cloud back-end

As mentioned at the beginning of this Section, previous attempts to introduce parallel
computing solutions to process CAD algorithms mainly failed due to the high rigidity
and complexity of the infrastructure. The advent of Cloud Computing seems to solve
previous issues. Cloud Computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, ondemand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned
and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction [52].
The main characteristics of Cloud Computing are:
• on-demand capabilities: the customer has access to the service maintained
by the provider without having to take care of the infrastructure. In addition,
the user can access the services directly on-line with an internet connection
and can have the capability to change directly on-line the level of the service,
or ask the provider to take care of the changes. This is typically referred as
pay-for-what-you-use scenario, in which there can be a monthly subscription
to have full access to the services or an on-demand option only when services
are needed;
• broad network access: the services can be accessed everywhere since there is
full compatibility with smartphones, laptops and tablets. This features become
fundamental to allow users to work remotely on their projects from every
location;
• resource pooling: it is possible to access (and monitor) computing resources
from everywhere, having at disposal a flexible computational power adapting
automatically to the required workload;
• rapid elasticity: it is possible not only to have available elastic computing resources, but also a real-time management of software features, users according
to real-time business needs;
• storage and backup: it is possible to have a dedicated multi-site protected
storage in which there is no risk of loosing data.
Cloud Computing solutions can be differentiated in three different kind of services:
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• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): the provider offers to the consumer processing, storage and computational resources. The user deploys and runs the
software making use of these resources. The customer is totally blind about
the underlying Cloud infrastructure, whose control is managed by the provider.
Conversely, the user has the control of the application running within this
infrastructure;
• Software as a Service (SaaS): the provider gives the user its applications
running on the Cloud infrastructure. The applications can be accessed by the
user, usually through a WEB browser. The user does not have control on both
applications and Cloud infrastructure, excluding some customization on some
user-specific configuration settings;
• Platform as a Service (PaaS): the provider has the infrastructure, but it acquires
applications developed by the customer. The customer does not have control
on the infrastructure, but has total control on the applications. This solution is
mainly used by developers.
Cloud Computing has entered with great force our daily life in recent years. An
example of IasS is represented for example by Microsoft Azure [53]. Computational
resources are provided to the users with different kinds of services, including for
example storage. An example of SaaS is represented by Amazon, which offers
to the users e-marketing services running on their private Cloud. An example of
PaaS is represented by App Engine [54] launched by Google with the intent to
offer a platform for app developers to run, test and share their code on a dedicated
Cloud infrastructure. When looking at medical physics projects, Cloud Computing
seems to be the best solution to tackle and solve mentioned issues with parallel
computing. In particular, one of the key points of Cloud Computing is the elasticity
of computational resources when allocated. The resources can automatically scale
up or down in case of an increase or a decrease of the workload. This feature fits
perfectly in the situation of a hospital facility, where resources can be adapted to the
number of the submitted cases for CAD computations. Considering for example a
scenario during a screening campaign: due to the high number of acquired CT scans
we will face a peak in the demand of the computational resources. Conversely, there
will be a decreasing during clinical routine, where the number of submitted CTs
is much lower than during screening campaigns. Adopting a IaaS solution allows
to free the users from buying static hardware to run CAD algorithms. Conversely,
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Fig. 2.5 Pictorial view of the M5L on-demand system. CT are submitted directly as soon
as acquired from the WEB front-end. While the user is submitting other CTs or inserting
medical annotations, previous scans are copied to the Cloud back-end and analyzed by the
CAD. When the computations are completed, CAD results are copied back in the front-end
and users are alerted with an e-mail containing the links to retrieve CAD results.

adopting a SaaS solution allows to free the users from buying additional software
to access CAD results. Our proposed solution was called CAD on-demand, since it
combines both the IaaS and the SaaS approaches. The SaaS approach is represented
by the WEB front-end and the M5L CAD, while the IaaS approach is represented
by the dedicated Cloud back-end where the CAD algorithms run. A pictorial view
of the M5L on-demand system is shown in Figure 2.5. The user submits study
cases and selects reviewers through the WEB front-end. As soon as submitted,
cases are processed by our CAD in the dedicated Cloud back-end. While the cases
are being processed, the user can submit other cases or the reviewers can insert
their medical annotations. A mail-based system will notify the users at the end of
the processing. When the cases have been processed the results are copied back
from the Cloud to the WEB server and the computational resources in the Cloud
are free again to accept additional cases. The M5L CAD on-demand is hosted by
the INFN Torino Computing Center. This center has a long story of computing
applications, since it is a Tier-2 of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Computing
Grid [55]. The main motivations for setting up a Cloud facility were to support a
large number of applications (not necessarily of particle and nuclear physics) and
to reduce the man-power required to manage a Tier-2 infrastructure. To reach this
goal a Cloud infrastructure was deployed [56]. We decided to use all open sources
tool to manage and control the facility. The main tool is Open Nebula [57], which
is a free and open-source Cloud Management Platform. Its basic features are the
possibility to manage hardware and infrastructure, but also the capability to manage
virtual machine life-cycle. The basic idea of Open Nebula is to orchestrate storage,
virtualization, monitoring and security in order to deploy computing facilities as
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virtual machines on distributed infrastructures. The M5L version can be considered
as formed by:
• one physical host used as WEB server;
• different virtual machines (VMs) representing the computational power.
We deploy the VMs using a specific sandbox (as prescribed by the IaaS approach)
within a private network with a router with a public address which allows external
access and connection with the WEB server. Presently, we can deploy up to 18 VMs
and a total number 48 of cores (processing units). The storage is a 100 GB persistent
ISCSI (Internet Small Computer System Interface) which is exported within the
different VMs using NFS (Network File System). The disk is used for temporary
storage of CT scans and CAD results, which are then copied back to the WEB server.
In order to have the possibility to scale resources, an elastic cluster was created based
on CERNVM Online system [58]. This system gives the possibility to create clusters
formed by a head node (where the monitoring tools are installed) and many workers
based on micro-CERNVM OS [59]. Two additional tools are used: HTCondor
and Elastiq. HTCondor [60] can be considered as a batch system for managing
compute-intensive jobs: taking as input a serie of parallel jobs, it is responsible for
the correct management of job queuing, progress monitoring and notifying the user
after the completion. Elastiq is a dedicated daemon written in Python which makes
possible for resources in a cluster to scale up and down automatically. The basic
idea underlying all our infrastructure is to limit the waste of computing resources. If
some submitted CTs are waiting in the queue of HTCondor more than a predefined
time (which can be tuned by the user), Elastiq deploys new workers so that they can
be analyzed. Conversely, if some workers remain idle for a certain time, they are
released and made available to other users of the Cloud. This is in line with the model
of the Cloud called multi-tenant model, where resources are shared between different
projects. There is no risk that users from different projects can access or create
damages outside their projects, since an automatic systems of grants and securities
manages the privileges of the users. Considering that M5L is the combination of
two independent sub-systems, we set up two different jobs in HTCondor, so that the
algorithms can run in parallel. HTCondor was configured to run a maximum of two
jobs per worker at the same time. This configuration is needed in order to keep some
cores free allowing multi-threading (i.e. splitting an algorithm into several processes
on different processing units) and speed up the analysis.
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Fig. 2.6 Distribution of jobs and their completion time during the first phase of stress test:
100 exams submitted in one bunch.

Stress Test Configuration and Results
We decided to test the performances and the robustness of the system doing a
stress-test. This stress-test was also motivated by the aim of simulating workloads
comparable to daily clinical practice. We prepared a dedicated script written in
Python which can submit cases to M5L in two phases: a peak submission and then
progressively submission from different centers. The first scenario was used to
simulate the case where a center sends all the studies in one bunch (it can be thought
as for example due to a night batch routine process). 100 exams have been submitted
in one bunch to M5L in less than 10 minutes, filling all the available slots of virtual
machines. In the second scenario, we simulated three different medical centers with
different parameters:
• large center: submission of an exam every 10 minutes. Total number of exams
submitted: 100;
• medium center: submission of an exam every 20 minutes. Total number of
exams submitted: 30;
• small center: submission of an exam every 30 minutes. Total number of exams
submitted: 10.
We defined the size and the submission rates after investigating the activities of
radiology departments in Italian hospitals. A total of 240 exams were successfully
analyzed by M5L. The average number of slices per exam was 280. In average, each
exam was processed in 19 minutes. This corresponds to the computational time of
the slower algorithm (lungCAM) plus the time for the combination of results which
can be considered as negligible (less than 5 seconds). Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7
show the number of submitted, running and completed jobs during the first scenario
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Fig. 2.7 Distribution of jobs and their completion time during the second phase of stress test:
140 exams with a slow and steady submission rate.

and the second scenario respectively. As we can notice from the first Figure, all
the 100 cases were processed in approximately 4 hours. Conversely, in the second
Figure the completion rate almost matches the submission rate. In both the Figures
it is possible to notice a gap between the start of the submission and the peak in
the processed jobs. We can explain this referring as the waiting time due to the
re-allocation of computational resources which were currently being used by other
applications. Since, as mentioned, the infrastructure is shared with several other
projects, it is possible that there is a certain waiting time till the resources are released.
The results are satisfactory, the system reacted as expected to the workloads and
there were no cases which failed. Furthermore, the computational time is acceptable
for an application in clinical practice, although it could be optimized

2.0.6

Conclusion and Discussion

After having developed and validated a complete CAD system for the automatic
detection of pulmonary nodules, we have faced the problem of wide-spreading
the usage of CAD among the biggest community of clinicians and of simplifying
the access to the M5L CAD (or any other CAD system). We have developed a
dedicated infrastructure based on a WEB front-end and a Cloud back-end. This
infrastructure introduces a new paradigm of CAD in clinical practice: the CAD ondemand. The solution frees the users from buying additional software or hardware
to access CAD results. This can have potential impact on reducing costs in hospital
facilities, while introducing the benefit of supporting the radiologists with CAD
systems in the detection process. The stress tests showed how this research prototype
could be ready to expand its network of users potentially for a large scale service.
In addition, the system allows multi-centre annotations, making possible also to
small clinical facilities (which sometimes do not have a resident experienced pool
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of radiologists) to benefit from the expertise of other structures. The Saas approach
allows to combine several CADs, which have been demonstrated to have benefits on
the overall performance [45] (the topic of combining CAD systems will be treated
in detail in Chapter 3) with limited effort. The work remains open for additional
developments both on the front-end and the back-end side. The front-end WEB
could include a detailed viewer Java based (so that accessible from laptops and
mobiles) providing a detailed and robust on-line diagnosis workstation to be applied
for example in remote health projects. The parameters on the Cloud have not been
tuned, but they can include for example the possibility to assign a priority code to
the submitted cases, so that urgent and difficult cases can be processed as soon as
possible. Only a daily usage of the system in clinical facilities will provide clinical
requirements for additional developments. In addition, further features of the M5L
CAD could be improved. One of the most desired features would be the possibility
to compare different exams of the same patients taken sequentially along time
(i.e, longitudinally). The goal of this development is to provide to radiologists the
possibility to automatic follow and compare the evolution with time of the detected
pathological ROIs (usually referred as Longitudinal Analysis). These developments
on the algorithms should then be followed by parallel developments on the front-end
infrastructure in order to provide to clinicians a real on-demand decision support
platform for the diagnosis.

Chapter 3
Combining and Comparing CAD
systems on large-scale datasets: the
LUNA16 challenge
3.0.1

Motivation

A large number of CAD algorithms for the automated detection of pulmonary nodules
have been discussed in the literature. In addition, the number of available commercial
CAD systems has rapidly increased. However, comparing these systems in terms of
performances is far from being a trivial task. In fact, it is not possible to compare
directly the sensitivities of the systems, since they can vary tremendously. The main
reason underlying this inconsistency, is that the evaluation can strongly depend on the
different datasets used for training and evaluation. It would not be fair and objective
to compare CAD systems evaluated on a different datasets, since this operation
cannot exclude possible biases. A detailed large-scale evaluation and comparison
of state-of-art developed CAD systems has not been published in literature yet. A
step toward an objective evaluation of CAD systems was the ANODE09 study [45].
7 different CAD systems were evaluated on a common data-set of 50 scans using
an objective metric. A really important improvement of this work is to significantly
increase the evaluation dataset up to 1 order of magnitude together with including
recent state-of-the-art algorithms. This last point becomes even more important
when considering recent techniques, for example, for classification and false positive
reduction such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [61]. These techniques
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have been deeply used in the field of imaging recognition, but only recently have been
applied by machine learning researchers to the field of medical imaging. Another
interesting study introduced in [45] investigated how combining different CAD
systems influences the overall performance. Results showed how the combination
of different CAD systems performs better than single standalone CAD systems. It
becomes now interesting to see the results of the combination of classical candidate
detectors with state-of-the-art false positive reduction systems (e.g CNNs). All these
reasons motivated the organization of an international medical challenge aiming at
validating, comparing and combining CAD algorithms on a large heterogeneous
dataset. In addition, it is interesting to see how the combination of mentioned
systems can introduce clinical benefits. A recent article [62] states that a review
of 4 CAD systems underlined that about 20% of cancers originally annotated by
the radiologists, were missed by the automated systems. It is worth to repeat a
similar experiment using the combination of different CAD systems. The work of
this Chapter has been carried on within the Radiology Department of the Radboud
University Medical Center in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, during a 1-year period
spent by the author as visiting researcher.

3.0.2

Data

The dataset used for this challenge is taken from the biggest publicly available dataset
of CT scans: the LIDC-IDRI database [50], which originally contains a total of 1018
CT scans. All the scans have one Extensible Markup Language (XML) file which
contains annotations of pulmonary nodules. The annotations represent the final
output of a two-phase annotation procedure where the scans were reviewed by four
experienced radiologists. The initial phase was called blinded phase. In this phase
each radiologist annotated independently all the scans. The reading protocol required
to annotate: nodules larger than 3 mm, nodules smaller than 3 mm and any other
kinds of abnormality in the lung, but not interpreted as possible pulmonary nodule. In
addition to 3D spatial coordinates, further information about morphological features
of the findings were provided. In the second reading phase (unblinded reading
phase) the anonymized previous results of all the radiologists were shown to each
of the radiologists. Then, each radiologist reviewed the marks of the colleagues
with no consensus forced. The final result is a list of marks accepted by at least 1
to 4 radiologists. The dataset is the most suitable to be used for evaluating CAD
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Fig. 3.1 Distribution of manufacturers and scanner models of the scans used in our study.

algorithms, because it is very heterogeneous. In fact, it includes both scans from
clinical and screening acquisitions. In addition, a wide range of different acquisition
parameters is represented: different scanner models, reconstruction kernels and slice
thickness. Figures from 3.1 to 3.3 summarize some characteristics of the scans
used in our study. For our study we decided to remove from the data-set all the
scans with a slice-thickness larger than 3 mm, as suggested by [63]. An additional
check in order to exclude scans with missing slices or inconsistent slice spacing was
performed. The final list is formed by 888 scans. We provided participants with
the data-set in terms of couple MetaImage (.mhd) / Raw (.raw) images. Participants
were able to download the full data-set directly from the web site of our challenge
(http://luna16.grand-challenge.org/). Together with the images, the participants
were able to download the list of annotated nodules. In our study we considered
as reference standard all the nodules larger than 3 mm annotated by at least 3 out
of 4 radiologists. The reference standard then consisted of 1186 nodules. The
considered dataset is also very heterogeneous in terms of size and type of the nodules.
Figure 3.4 shows some screenshots of the nodules in the reference standard. A wide
range of type of nodules is represented: from big solid nodules (third, fourth and
fifth column) to part-solid (first column) and GGOs (second-column). Figure 3.5
shows the distribution of the frequency of the nodules divided according to their size
(defined as the average size of the measurements of the radiologists). Also in this
case, the size of the nodules in the reference standard covers a wide range. Other
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Fig. 3.2 Distribution of section thicknesses of the scans used in our study.

findings (nodules annotated by less than 3 out of 4 radiologists, nodules smaller than
3 mm and not nodules) were considered as irrelevant findings and not considered in
the performance evaluation.

3.0.3

LUNA16 challenge framework

The challenge has been called Lung Nodule Analysis 2016 (LUNA16) and was
proposed and accepted in the challenge section of the International Symposium On
Biomedical Imaging 2016 in Prague. The aim of the challenge was to ask participants
to develop CAD systems for the automated identification of pulmonary nodules in
chest CT scans. LUNA16 was conceived as a completely open challenge. In fact,
there is no distinction between training and testing dataset: the evaluation of the
algorithms is performed on the same data-set. In order to prevent possible biases due
to training and testing on the same dataset, the participants were asked to perform a
cross-validation. A dedicated web framework was created, so that participants were
able to upload their results. The submissions were automatically evaluated as soon
as received and presented on the website in a leader-board. The evaluation code
runs in a dedicated Amazon AWS [64] virtual machine specifically set up for this
challenge. More details about the challenge are now provided.
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Fig. 3.3 Distribution of the reconstruction kernels of the scans used in our study.

Fig. 3.4 Screenshots of some example of nodules available in the reference standard. A very
wide range of type of nodules is intentionally included.

Challenge Tracks
The challenge has been divided into two separate tracks: 1) complete nodule detection
(NDET); 2) false positive reduction (FPRED). In the first track participants were
required to develop a complete CAD system. The input for the participants to this
track are only the CT images. In the second track, participants were required to
propose solutions for the false positive reduction stage. Participants to this track
are given a list of candidates (composed using existing nodule candidates detection
algorithms). The second track can be imagined as a typical two-class machine
learning problem: giving a list of false positive and true positives, provide the
classification. We decided to include this second track in our challenge for one main
reason: involve and attract machine learning groups which have not been working
directly on medical imaging projects, but with the expertise on the most recent and
newest classification techniques.
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Fig. 3.5 Distribution of the frequency of the nodules divided according to their size (defined
as the average size of the measurements of the radiologists). Minimum size: 3 mm, maximum
size 33 mm.

Cross-validation
As mentioned, in order to avoid possible biases within an open-challenge, participants
need to be instructed on how to train and test their algorithms. It was mandatory for
participants to perform a 10-fold cross validation. For this purpose, we randomly
split the data-set into ten subsets. The rules to perform 10-fold cross validation are
the following (for fold N):
• splitting the data-set in training and testing data-set. So that if subset N is
using as testing data-set, the remaining sub-sets are used as training;
• for the FPRED, extracting the training and testing candidates on the corresponding testing and training data-set;
• training the algorithm using the training data-set;
• testing the algorithm on the testing data-set and producing the result file;
• merging the result files after iterating the process for all the folds.
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Evaluation
We asked participants to submit their results in terms of a Comma Separated Value
(csv) file. Accessing with proper credentials, the result files can be uploaded directly
on the web site of the challenge. The mentioned csv files contain the list of marks
produced by the CAD systems. For each mark, the position (x,y and z coordinate),
the reference to the corresponding image and the corresponding nodule probability
are provided. Each CAD mark in the list is considered as a True Positive when the
euclidean distance d between the mark and each nodule in the reference standard
is smaller than half the diameter of the reference nodule. In the case in which a
nodule in the reference standard corresponds to different CAD marks, the mark with
the highest probability is selected. If a CAD mark is matched with any nodule in
the list of the irrelevant findings, it is discarded from the evaluation and it is not
considered as False Positive (FP). All the other CAD marks not falling into two
previous categories are considered as FPs. The results are evaluated through the
FROC analysis [65]. In this curve, the sensitivity is plotted as a function of the
average number of FPs per scan. The sensitivity is defined as the fraction between
detected TPs and the number of nodules forming the reference standard. Points on
the FROC curve are obtained looking at the probabilities for each CAD mark in
the result file. An iterative process considers only CAD marks whose probability
p is above a certain threshold t. Then, from this sub-list, TPs and FPs are selected
according to the criterion presented above. All the points in the FROC curves are
determined by the corresponding values of p. In addition, we also computed the 95%
confidence interval of the FROC curve using a bootstrapping technique with 1000
bootstraps as explained in [66]. In order to extract a single score for each system
from the FROC curve, 7 values of sensitivity at seven predefined false positive
rates per scan are extracted: 18 , 41 , 12 , 1, 2, 4, 8. The overall score, called Competition
Performance Metric (CPM), is defined as the average of these seven scores. The
worst possible system will have a score of 0, while the best possible system will have
a score of 1. It is worth noticing that most of the available CAD systems are tuned to
operate in the range between 1-4 FP/scan. We decided to make the evaluation more
challenging including in the evaluation very low FP rates (and the corresponding
sensitivities). The main motivation underlying this decision was to evaluate the
capability of CAD systems to detect clinically relevant nodules already at a very low
FPs rate, in order to investigate the possibility to use those systems as autonomous
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readers. The evaluation script is free for download, so that participants can test their
algorithms before the submission of the results.
Methods: candidate detector algorithms
We provide now a description of the best algorithms taking part in the challenge. We
first describe the candidate detector algorithms which were used to generate the list
of candidates for the false positive reduction track:
• ISICAD: it is based on the methods described in [67]. Reshape of the image is
performed as first step in order to obtain an isotropic resolution. The candidate
detection algorithm is mainly based on the computation of two quantities: the
Shape Index (SI) and the Curvedness (CV). These two quantities are computed
for each voxel composing the volume of the lungs, using the q
principal curva+k2
tures k1 and k2 . In particular, SI = π2 arctan( kk11 −k
) and CV = 2 k12 + k22 . Seed
2
points for the candidates are then obtained applying a threshold on the SI and
CV values. Seed points are then expanded to form voxel clusters. The center
of the mass of the cluster is considered to be the candidate position;

• SUBSOLIDCAD: this algorithm has been built with the dedicated purpose
to detect sub-solid nodules [68]. It is based on double thresholding on the
mask of the lungs. Sub-solid nodules are usually found to be between the
range of 750 and -300 HU. To remove other anatomical structures which
can possibly remain attached to candidates, morphological operations and
connected component analyses are applied to obtain the final list of candidates;
• LARGECAD: this algorithm has been built with the dedicated purpose to
detect nodules with a diameter larger than 10 mm. Due to their big extension
and shape properties, solid and sub-solid nodules are not tuned to detect these
big structures. The algorithm starts applying a threshold of -300 HU (usual
value associated to solid nodules), combined with morphological operations.
Clusters are determined using connected component analysis, discarding the
clusters with a diameter smaller than 8 mm and larger than 40mm;
• ETROCAD: this algorithm is described in [69]. It is based on nodule and
vessel enhancement filters. Three different kind of filters [42] are applied to
detect: isolated, juxtavascular and juxtapleural nodules. The maxima of the
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divergence of the normalized gradient (DNG) of the image k = ÷(→ w) is used
to the reduce the FP rate and to better estimate the center of the nodules. Where
∆L
→ w = ||∆L||
and L is the intensity of the image. To include the variability
in the size of the nodules, DNG and filters are computed at different scales.
Cluster merging is performed to ensure that a nodule is represented by a single
mark;
• M5LCAD: the features of this algorithms have been presented in Chapter 2.
The top 5 systems submitted in the NDET track are then explained:
• ZNET: this system makes use of CNNs for both candidate detection and false
positive reduction (a brief overview of main topics of CNNs is available in
Appendix ??). The candidate detection part uses the U-Net [70]. The input
image is changed to 512x512 to obtain isotropic resolution. In order to avoid
a possible over-training, dropout has been added between the convolutional
layers of the network. The candidates are extracted looking at the probability
map, which is the output of the net. The slice corresponding to the candidate is
then thresholded and eroded. Applying connected component analysis allows
to group the candidates. The coordinates of the candidates are taken as the
center of mass of the components. A screenshot of the output of the network
and the candidates is available in Figure 3.6. False positive reduction stage
will be explained later in a dedicated section;
• LUNAAIDENCE: this is a commercial system developed by the AIDENCE
(http://aidence.com) company. Since the system is protected by copyright we
did not receive any additional information about the algorithms. The owners
stated that the system makes use of end-to-end ConvNets;
• VISIACTLUNG: this a commercial system developed by MeVis Medical
Solutions AG, Bremen in Germany. The system has also obtained an FDA
approval, to be used as a support for radiologists to detect ROIs initially
overlooked. Since the system is protected by copyright we did not receive any
additional description by the owners;
• ETROCAD: this system is described in [69]. We already described its candidate detector algorithms previously. False positive reduction is performed
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.6 View of the candidate detection procedure of the ZNET system: (a) raw output
from the UNET CNN, b) image after thresholding and erosion. The red circle indicates
the coordinates of each candidate, corresponding to the center of mass of each connected
component.

extracting some dedicated features from the candidates and applying a classification step. Some of those features, chosen to be invariant on a 3D gauge
coordinates system are: shape features, regional features. The classification is
then performed using the feature vector as input for an artificial neural network
(ANN) based on genetic algorithms, called FD-NEAT. A genetic algorithm
(GA) is a method for solving optimization problems that is based on natural
selection, the process that drives biological evolution.
• M5LCAD: the system has already been described in Chapter 2.
We now describe the the best four methods submitted for the false positive
reduction track:
• CUMEDVIS: this false positive reduction algorithm is based on the work
presented in [71]. A summarized view of the different architectures is shown
in Figure 3.7. It makes use of multi-level contextual 3D CNNs. The improvements of this algorithm with respect to the previous work is to tackle
the problem to deal with different size and properties of pulmonary nodules.
The adopted solution uses three different CNN architectures (Archi I, Archi
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II, Archi III). Each architecture presents different receptive fields applied to
the image. This procedure allows to capture different levels of contextual
information. Archi I is formed by: a receptive field of 20x20x6, three convolutional layers with 64 kernels of 5x5x3,5x5x3,5x5x1 respectively. The
final part of the architecture is composed by a fully connected layer with
150 hidden neurons and then the usual soft-max layer. Archi II is formed
by: a receptive field of 30x30x10, a first convolutional layer with 64 kernels
5x5x3, a max-pooling layer of kernel 2x2x1. There are also two additional
convolutional layers with 64 kernels of 5x5x3 each. Then there is the usual
fully-connected layer of 250 hidden neurons and the softmax layer. Archi III
is characterized by a very big receptive field of 40x40x26. It is then followed
by a first convolutional layer with 64 kernels of 5x5x3 and a max-pooling
layer of 2x2x2 kernels. Two additional layers of 64 5x5x3 kernels are added.
Finally, there is the fully-connected layer with 250 hidden neurons and the
usual softmax layer. Since each softmax layer of the different architectures
returns a separate value of the probability, the final prediction probability is
obtained fusing all the previous one. The fusion is performed weighting a
linear combination of previous probabilities. A pre-processing step is applied
to the input images: clipping of the voxel intensities in the interval from -1000
HU to 400 HU, normalization of clipped intensities between 0 and 1. Since
the number of the false positives in the candidate list was much greater than
the number of true positives (class imbalance) data augmentation to available
images has been applied. Data augmentation is a technique which applies
geometric transformations to the original images, so that additional images are
generated, increasing the data-set. It is worth using this technique when the
number of samples in the positive class is much smaller than the number of
samples in the negative class. This data augmentation included: translation
(one voxel along each axis) and rotation (90,180,270 degrees) in the transverse
plane. Weights of the network were initialized using a Gaussian distribution
as common practice in CNNs. The optimization of the weights was performed
using the standard technique of back-propagation with momentum [72], while
to avoid over-training Dropout [73] was applied. All the system has been
implemented using the Python library Theano [74]. The training has been performed using a CPU equipped with a Graphic Processing Unit (GPU) NVIDIA
TITAN Z for acceleration.
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• DIAGCONVNET: this method has been described in [75]. It is based on
multi-view CNNs. The first part of the algorithm is the extraction of patches
of 65x65 from the input images. Patches are extracted using 9 different views,
which correspond to the nine planes of symmetry of a cube. The architecture
of the CNN is formed by: 3 consecutive convolutional layers and a maxpooling layer. First convolutional layer is formed by 24 5x5 kernels, second
convolutional layer by 32 3x3 kernels, third convolutional layer by 48 3x3
kernels. Max pooling layer is used to reduce the size of the patches by a factor
2. The last layer is represented by a fully-connected layer with 16 neurons
using Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) as activation function of the neurons. The
different CNNs are fused using the method presented in [76] and [77]. To deal
with the problem of data imbalance, data augmentation to the data-set was
applied. Applied data augmentation: random zooming [0.9.1.1] and random
rotation between -20 and 20 degrees. The system has been implemented
using the Python library Theano. The training has been performed using a
CPU equipped with a GPU NVIDIA TITAN X for acceleration. A schematic
overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 3.8;
• ZNET: this algorithm makes use of the most-recent state-of-the-art CNNs:
wide residual networks [78]. The first step is to extract 64x64 patches of sagittal and coronal views of the input images. Each slice is processed separately
by a residual network. The final prediction is obtained averaging the output
values of the different slices. The architecture is formed by 4 consecutive sets
of convolutional layers. First set: one convolutional layer of 16 3x3 kernels.
Second set: 10 convolutional layer of 96 3x3 kernels. Third set: 10 convolutional layers of 192 3x3 kernels. Fourth set: 10 convolutional layers of 384
3x3 kernels. The second to forth convolutional layers are then followed by 2x2
max pooling layers. Last layer is connected to a max-pooling layer of 1 8x8
kernel. Weights were initialized using the Xavier Method [79]. Optimization
was performed using the ADAM technique [80]. To deal with the problem of
data imbalance, data augmentation was applied. It included: flipping, rotation,
zooming and translation. Data augmentation was applied not only during the
training (as common practice), but also on the test data-set, in order to improve
the test set scores. The system has been implemented using the Python libraries
Theano and Lasagne [81]. The training has been performed using a CPUs
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on different clusters, equipped with different GPUs: Tesla K40M, NVIDIA
TITAN X, GTX 980, GTX 970, GTX 760 and the GTX 950M;
• CADIMI: this algorithm makes use of a custom 2D CNNs. Patches from three
different views are extracted from input images: axial, sagittal and coronal.
The patches are extracted at three different locations: the plane in the exact
location of the candidate, 2 mm on both directions on the remaining free
axis. Patches are then concatenated together and stored as three dimensional
arrays, in such a way that the final patch is centered around the candidate
location with a dimension of 52x52x3 mm. The architecture is formed by
three convolutional layers and one max pooling layer. First layer: 24 5x5
convolutional kernels. Second layer: 32 3x3 convolutional kernels. Third
layer: 48 3x3 convolutional kernels. The max pooling layer is connected to
a fully connected layer with 512 neurons with ReLU as activation function.
As usual, at the end of the architecture, there is a soft-max layer with 2 output
units. In order to reduce over-fitting, batch normalization has been applied.
Weights were initialized using HE uniform initialization [82]. The training was
performed using 80 epochs with a random sample of 20.000 negative samples
and using a mini batch size of 128. Due to data imbalance, data augmentation
was performed with vertical / horizontal flipping and random cropping. The
system has been implemented using the Python libraries Theano and Lasagne
[81].

Fig. 3.7 Summarized views of the architectures of the CUMEDVIS CNN.

Fig. 3.8 Summarized view of the architecture of the DIAGCONVNET system.
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Combination of the systems
It is interesting to investigate how the combination of different CAD systems influences the overall detection performance. In particular it is worth verifying if
systems can be complementary: when multiple systems focus on different techniques
to approach and solve a problem, a proper combination of those techniques can
produce a performance which might be much better than that of the stand-alone
systems. Defining a method for combining different systems without accessing the
properties of the algorithms (e.g. the features of the classifier) is far from being
a trivial task. Since in our challenge we could only access the list of CAD marks
and their probabilities for each system, we defined a method for the combination
which makes use only of those information. In addition, to build a correct and
fair combination, systems with higher performances should be weighted more than
systems with a lower performance. Let’s define with pi = 1, .., n the probability
of each CAD mark. For every value of p it is possible to compute the number of
TPs when considering all the findings with pi ≥ p as positive. Discarding irrelevant
findings, it is also possible to compute the number of FPs at this threshold. We can
define the following quantity:
f (p) =

TP
T P + FP + 1

where we needed to add the factor +1 in the denominator to count for the situation in
which all the findings are irrelevant (denominator goes to 0). This quantity represents
the probability that a finding in the evaluation data-set with a probability p or higher
can be a true nodule. The combination is then done by combining each f (p) for
every finding and for every system. Since all the findings are sorted in term of
descending probability we have:
fi ≥ f j
when i ≤ j. Starting from i = 1, f j is checked for all the findings if corresponds to
fi . In our combination we considered findings closer than 5 mm to each other the
same entity, and we merged them. When two findings correspond, the probability of
the merged finding is set to be:
fi → fi + f j
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System name

Combination

Total number
of candidates

ISICAD
SubsolidCAD
LargeCAD
M5L
ETROCAD

■□□□□
□■□□□
□□■□□
□□□■□
□□□□■
■■■■■
■■□■■
■■■□□
■■□□■
■□■■■
□■■■■
■□□■■
■■■■□
□■□■■
■□■□■
□■■□■
■□□□■
■■□■□
□■□□■
□□■■■

298 256
258 075
42 281
19 687
295 686
754 975
732 901
750 838
728 162
553 327
551 227
529 404
559 543
524 726
548 523
545 204
524 108
530 942
518 058
326 274

Sensitivity

0.983
0.983
0.980
0.977
0.969
0.969
0.967
0.965
0.965
0.964
0.964
0.959
0.954
0.954
0.954

Best single
sensitivity
0.856
0.361
0.318
0.768
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.856
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.929
0.856
0.929
0.929

Difference

0.054
0.054
0.051
0.048
0.040
0.040
0.038
0.109
0.036
0.035
0.035
0.030
0.098
0.025
0.025

Average number of
candidates / scan
336
291
48
22
333
850
825
845
820
623
620
596
630
591
618
614
590
598
583
367

Table 3.1 Results of all the candidate detectors standalone and the best 15 combinations from
the five systems sorted by the sensitivity. The filled and open squares indicate which systems
have and have not been included in the combination. Total number of detected candidates
is shown in the third column. The forth column lists the sensitivity, while the fifth column
is the best score of any single system included in the combination. The difference between
the sensitivity of the combination and the best score of a single system in the combination
is given in the sixth column. The seventh columns is the average number of candidates per
scan.

Summarizing, systems with lower performances have values of f which are approximately around 0 for almost all the findings. These systems are therefore weighted
less in the combination.
Results
We now describe the results of the methods presented in the previous Section. We
start from the candidate detector systems. Table 3.1 summarizes the results of all the
candidate detector systems and the top performance combinations. It is immediately
possible to see how the single sensitivities cover a vast range: from 32% to 93%.
Conversely, the combination increases the performance up to 98.3%. We can then
compute the FROC curves of the systems for the NDET track, shown in Figure 3.9a.
The FROC curves for the systems in the FPRED track are shown in Figure 3.9b.
CUMEDVIS is the best system, achieving a CPM score of 0.908. Table 2 presents all
the possible combinations of the FPRED systems. The results are quite unexpected:
despite all the systems making use of CNNs, the combination is still much better
than the single best system.
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Fig. 3.9 FROC curves of the systems in (a) nodule detection track and (b) false positive reduction track. Dashed curves show the 95% confidence interval estimated using bootstrapping

Analysis of false positives
So far we have demonstrated how state-of-the-art CAD systems and false positive
reduction systems reach very remarkable performances. In addition, the combination
of previous systems significantly improves the overall performances, with results
much better than any stand-alone system. However, it is still needed to evaluate
how those systems (or the best combination) can influence the detection of clinically
relevant nodules. In order to evaluate if there can be some lesions missed during
the reading process in the LIDC/IDRI data-set, we performed an observer study.
We considered the CAD marks from the best combination of the FPRED systems.
We extracted all the marks, labeled as False Positives during the evaluation process,
corresponding to the fix operating point of 1 FP/scan. The output of this operation
is a list of 888 marks. A preliminary reading was performed by researchers to
eliminate from the list marks which were obviously false positives (e.g. vessels). The
filtered list was given for reading to four experienced radiologists. Using a dedicate
workstation prepared for this study, they had to mark the findings as: false positive,
true positive or irrelevant. They were able to visualize the findings in coronal, sagittal
and axial views and to use measurement tools in order to determine the size of the
nodules. A summary of the observer study is shown in Table 3.3. Among 194 CAD
marks, 166, 122, 67, and 30 CAD marks are accepted as nodules ≥3 mm by at
least 1, 2, 3, or 4 radiologists, respectively; 22 out of 28 remaining CAD marks are
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System name
CUMedVis
DIAG CONVNET
ZNET
CADIMI

Combination

0.125

0.25

0.5

1

2

4

8

CPM

■□□□
□■□□
□□■□
□□□■
■■□□
■□■□
■□□■
□■■□
□■□■
■■■□
■■□■
■□■■
□■■■
■■■■

0.677
0.669
0.583
0.511
0.831
0.802
0.831
0.550
0.616
0.817
0.859
0.820
0.635
0.830

0.834
0.760
0.677
0.630
0.917
0.903
0.927
0.680
0.737
0.912
0.937
0.907
0.777
0.912

0.927
0.831
0.743
0.720
0.965
0.948
0.968
0.796
0.831
0.954
0.958
0.946
0.839
0.947

0.972
0.892
0.815
0.793
0.979
0.976
0.976
0.869
0.888
0.968
0.969
0.968
0.888
0.964

0.981
0.923
0.857
0.850
0.981
0.979
0.979
0.912
0.931
0.975
0.976
0.976
0.929
0.973

0.983
0.945
0.893
0.884
0.981
0.979
0.981
0.938
0.953
0.979
0.982
0.981
0.954
0.979

0.983
0.960
0.916
0.915
0.981
0.980
0.981
0.959
0.964
0.982
0.982
0.981
0.965
0.981

0.908
0.854
0.783
0.758
0.948
0.938
0.949
0.815
0.845
0.941
0.952
0.940
0.855
0.941

Best single
CPM

Difference

0.908
0.908
0.908
0.854
0.854
0.908
0.908
0.908
0.854
0.908

0.040
0.030
0.041
-0.039
-0.009
0.033
0.044
0.032
0.001
0.033

Table 3.2 Results of all the false positive reduction systems and all the possible combinations
of the four systems. The filled and open squares in the first column indicate which systems
have and have not been included in the combination. Columns from 3 to 9 indicate the value
of sensitivity for different working points. The average sensitivity (CPM score) is indicated
in the tenth row. The eleventh row is the best CPM score of any single system included in
the combination. The difference between the CPM score of the combination and the best
single CPM score is given in the last column.

considered as nodule <3 mm. Examples of nodules found in this observer study are
shown in Figure 3.10c.
Table 3.3 Overview of the observer study on 888 false positives at 1 FP/scan. The table
shows the number of false positives that are accepted by the radiologists as nodules ≥3 mm
at different agreement levels. The number of false positives that are not accepted as nodules ≥3 mm, but are accepted as nodules <3 mm, are also included. The number of accepted
CAD marks at different range of FPs/scan is shown, where n is the FPs/scan rate.
Category
nodule ≥3 mm - at least 1
nodule ≥3 mm - at least 2
nodule ≥3 mm - at least 3
nodule ≥3 mm - at least 4
not nodule ≥3 mm - nodule <3 mm

Number

n ≤ 0.25

166
122
67
30
22

71
60
44
22
5

0.25 <
n ≤ 0.5
41
28
13
4
5

0.5 < n ≤
0.75
34
21
8
3
8

0.75 <
n ≤ 1.0
20
13
2
1
4

Discussion of the results
We showed how combining different systems leads to a increase in the overall
detection sensitivity. In our challenge we highlighted how candidate detectors play
an important role. First of all, they were used to give to participants to the FPRED
track the list of candidates to perform the classification. The maximum sensitivity
which can be achieved by a false positive reduction system is the upperbound
performance of the candidate detector. In Table 3.1 we showed that the evaluated
candidate detector systems present a wide range of detection sensitivity: from 31.8%

sagittal coronal axial
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(b) random true positives at 1 FP/scan

(c) false positives accepted as nodules by
radiologists

(d) random false positives at 1 FP/scan

(e) false negatives from the candidate detectors

(f) random false negatives at 1 FP/scan

sagittal coronal axial

sagittal coronal axial

(a) true positives with highest probability

Fig. 3.10 Examples of true positives, false positives, and false negatives from the combined
system. Each lesion is located at the center of the 50 × 50 mm patch in axial, coronal, and
sagittal views.

to 92.9%. The low performance of candidate detector systems like SUBSOLIDCAD,
LARGECAD with respect to other systems can be explained looking at the nature of
these systems. In fact, these systems were built and tuned to detect a particular type
of nodules (sub-solid and large solid nodules respectively). Traditional candidate
detectors are usually not built to detect particular kinds of nodules, but they use more
general techniques. The contribution of mentioned algorithms becomes more clear
when looking at the combination of the systems. In fact, adding these particular
algorithms to more general ones, increases the global sensitivity. Combining several
morphological characteristics from different algorithms allows to capture variations
in size and properties of different nodules, with benefits on the detection. The best
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combination of the candidate detectors achieves a sensitivity of 98.3 %, around
5% bigger than the sensitivity of the best system in the combination. In the NDET
track, five systems were presented. Two of these systems were commercial systems.
The sensitivity ranges from 69% to 91% at 1 and 8 false positive per scan. 4
out of 5 systems use traditional imaging techniques. One system introduces the
usage of CNNs not only for the false positive reduction stage, but also for the
candidate detection part. This system clearly outperforms traditional CAD systems,
with a high sensitivity already at a very low false positive rate. These important
results demonstrate not only how CNNs are gaining importance as state-of-theart imaging processing techniques, but opens the possibility to use the system as
independent reader in clinical practice. In the FPRED track a total of 4 systems were
evaluated. The recent trend of using CNNs as classifiers in the medical imaging
field is demonstrated by the fact that all the systems use classifiers based on CNNs.
Figure 1b shows a detection sensitivity which ranges from 79.3% to 98.3% at 1
and 8 FP per scans. We could assess that there could be no additional benefits
when combining the systems, since all based on CNNs. Results showed in Table 2
totally retracts the previous assessment. Combining multiple CNNs improves the
detection performance, as shown by the black curve in Figure 1b. Furthermore,
already starting from 2 FP/scan the sensitivity saturates, approaching the maximum
achievable sensitivity of 98.3%. A possible explanation to the benefits arising from
the combination of conceptually similar systems could be found in the complexity of
the systems themselves. Differences in network parameters, such as for example the
choice of the architecture or the different methods for the extraction of the patches
can produce complementary predictions when combining the systems. To visualize
some predictions of the combined system and, moreover, to have an idea of missed
nodules and false positives, some screenshots are shown in Figures 3.11-3.13.
When looking at some examples of detected true positives, a wide range of
nodules with different morphological characteristics are identified. CNNs are then
able to capture and to learn to discriminate different morphological features at
a very low FP/scan rate (e.g. 1 FP/scan in the picture). The nodules which are
classified as the most suspicious (highest output probability of the classifier) are
large solid nodules. Large solid nodules are usually found to be malignant and
requires an immediate diagnostic follow-up. For this reason, they do not have to
be missed by CAD systems. Conversely, most of false positives detected by CADs
are large anatomical structures: large vessels, mediastinal structures, scarring and
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(a) true positives with highest probability

(b) random true positives at 1 FP/scan
Fig. 3.11 Examples of true positives detected by the combined system. Each lesion is located
at the center of the 50 × 50 mm patch in axial view.

(a) false positives accepted as nodules by
radiologists

(b) random false positives at 1 FP/scan
Fig. 3.12 Examples of false positives detected by the combined system. Each lesion is located
at the center of the 50 × 50 mm patch in axial view.

spinal abnormalities. It is also very interesting to have a look at missed nodules at 1
FP/scan. They consist of small nodules or nodules presenting an irregular shape. We
found out how most of these nodules were missed by candidate detection algorithms.
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(a) false negatives missed by the candidate
detectors

(b) random false negatives at 1 FP/scan
Fig. 3.13 Examples of nodules missed by the combined system. Each lesion is located at the
center of the 50 × 50 mm patch in axial view.

This outcome motivates the importance of improving candidate detection algorithms.
whose sensitivity is an upper bound for a false positive reduction system. We also
decided to compare the systems participating in our challenge with the systems
which were already developed and partially or totally validated using the LIDC
data-set. Table 3.4 summarizes the performances of CAD systems which used the
LIDC scans for training or validation. For each CAD system the number of scans in
the validation data-set is listed, as well as the nodule inclusion criteria (e.g. if some
cuts on the nodule size were applied). It is possible to show, as final results of our
challenge, how the combination of classical candidate detectors with state-of-the-art
(CNNs) false positive reduction algorithms clearly outperform all the available CAD
systems. In addition, these systems also have a positive impact in clinical practice,
since they add nodules originally overlooked by radiologists, as shown in the results
of our observer study.

3.0.4

Conclusion and Discussion

Several CAD systems have been developed in recent years. Their methods have
been vastly published and are available in the literature. Conversely, it is difficult,
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Table 3.4 Performance summary of published CAD systems evaluated using LIDC-IDRI
data set. Different subsets of scans from LIDC-IDRI data set were used by different research
groups over-time. For completeness, number of scans, reference standard criteria, and
resulting number of nodules used for evaluation are included in the table. The reported
performance at one or two operating points is provided.
CAD systems

Year

# scans

slice
thickness

nodules
size
(mm)

agreement
levels

# nodules

sensitivity (%) / FPs/scan

-

888

≤2.5

≥3

at least
3

1,186

98.2 / 4.0

96.9 / 1.0

≥3

at least
1

690

85.9 / 2.5

-

≥3

at least
3

1,186

90.1 / 4.0

85.4 / 1.0

≥3

at least
2

1,749

80.0 / 8.0

-

≥3

at least
3

1,147

76.0 / 4.0

73.0 / 1.0

LIDC-IDRI data set
Combined LUNA16
[83]
[75]
[46]
[84]

2016
2016
2015
2015

243
888
949
865

≤2.5
≤2.5

[85]

2014

108

0.5-3

≥4

at least
3

68

75.0 / 2.0

-

[86]

2013

58

0.5-3

3-30

at least
1

151

95.3 / 2.3

-

≥3

at least
4

-

83.0 / 4.0

-

5-20

at least
1

103

80.0 / 4.2

-

≥3

at least
1

148

97.0 / 6.1

88.0 / 2.5

≥3

at least
3

111

80.0 / 7.4

75.0 / 2.8

≥3

at least
4

80

87.5 / 4.0

-

[87]
[88]
[89]
[90]
[91]

2013
2013
2012
2012
2011

360
84
84
85
125

0.5-3
1.25-3
1.25-3
0.75-3

based on the available literature, to make a direct and objective comparison of those
systems. Since the systems have been trained or validated on different data-sets
(e.g. of different sizes) a direct comparison would not be an objective evaluation.
Only a large scale validation of CAD systems on a common data-set allows an
objective comparison. In addition, new techniques (e.g. CNNs) originally used for
machine learning problems outside the field of medical imaging have showing better
performances when compared to traditional classifiers (e.g. neural networks). Conversely, these algorithms have only started being applied recently for the automated
detection of pulmonary nodules in chest CT scans. As a further point, preliminary
results showed potential benefits on the overall detection sensitivity when combining
different CAD systems. However no detailed studies investigating the combination
of classical candidate detector systems with more recent state-of-the-art false positive
reduction systems have been performed. We organized LUNA16, a medical challenge for a large scale evaluation of state-of-the-art nodule detection algorithms using
the biggest public available data-set (LIDC/IDRI). In addition, a novel web-based
framework was developed to allow participants to the challenge to evaluate their
algorithms. We showed how the combination of classical candidate detector systems
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with multiple deep learning architecture outperforms exiting and published CAD
algorithms. We also provided a new reference standard for the LIDC/IDRI data-set,
including nodules found by the CAD and originally overlooked by radiologists. It is
worth noticing some limitations and points of improvement of the presented study.
First of all the LIDC-IDRI is a public available data-set, including the images and
the reference standard. For this reason we had to train participants to perform a
cross-validation. This moves a bit apart from the traditional setup of a challenge
where an independent test set is provided. References on this test set are usually not
available. In this view, we are planning to add additional data-sets for our challenge
(e.g. NLST data-set) and split them into training, validation and test set. A next
step can be to ask participants to submit their trained algorithms which then will
be running on a Cloud platform on test data. This solution is usually referred to as
dock containers. From the clinical point of view we believe that the next challenge
for CAD algorithms will be their capability to discriminate between malignant and
benign lesions. Having proved that the combination of several state-of-the-art algorithms allows to achieve excellent performances in the detection task, we could ask
participants to tune their algorithms to provide a degree of malignancy associated
to the findings. The organization of such a challenge represents a very demanding
task. First of all, the reference standard will have to include pathological information
about the origin of the nodules. Meanwhile, the LUNA16 challenge will remain
open for additional submissions and possible additional data-sets could be included.

Chapter 4
Clinical validation of the M5L
on-demand CAD
4.1

Motivation

In Chapter 1 we have described the importance of CAD systems as support for radiologists in the detection process. In Chapter 2 we have presented a new paradigm for
introducing those systems in clinical practice: making CAD results available without
asking to clinical facilities any additional installation of hardware and software. In
addition, we have pointed out how screening high-risk subjects with low-dose CT
reduced lung cancer mortality [10]. We also mentioned how several studies proved
the positive impact of CAD systems on the radiologists performance. Conversely,
we also alerted how CAD systems have not spread and / or not used constantly in
clinical practice so far. It is worth inspecting the causes of this discrepancy, with a
dedicated analysis of the clinical requirements which a CAD system should fulfill to
be used as daily support in clinical routine. First of all, it is fundamental to notice
how the majority of the studies have evaluated CADs using datasets coming from
screening campaigns. Conversely, lung cancer screening campaigns do not represent
the primary source of chest CT scans acquired in a hospital. In fact, clinical studies
usually investigate the appearance of a pulmonary nodule as first sign of a metastatic
tumor. This diagnostic analysis is usually performed in oncological patients with
an extra-thoracic cancer. The early detection of pulmonary nodules (combined with
an adequate follow-up) can really improve the survival of the patients. A study [92]
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showed how pulmonary metastases could be resected with an improvement up to
30-35% of the five year survival rate. CT seems to be the right diagnostic modality
also for the detection of pulmonary metastases. A famous work [93] demonstrated
how CT is the optimal or most sensitive screening study in patients with a suspected
presence of pulmonary metastases. In particular, CT was able to detect contralateral
nodules, or more in general nodules which could be seen with a traditional X-ray
tomography only at later time, when they would have already grown and become
untreatable. Previous results open the possibility to apply CAD systems to support
the detection of pulmonary metastases. In literature, there have been some studies
aiming at investigating the best approach to insert CAD in clinical practice. These
studies were mainly focused on comparing CAD as concurrent reader or CAD as
second reader. A recent work [94] compared the sensitivity of detection of pulmonary
nodules and reading time of radiologists when using the CAD as concurrent reader
mode or second reader mode. They showed that the concurrent reader approach
presents the advantage to significantly reduce the reading time when compared to
second reader approach. Conversely, the overall sensitivity was found to be larger
in the second-reader mode with respect to the concurrent reader mode. Another
study [95] confirmed the results regarding the reading time, but reached different
results for the sensitivities. In fact, concurrent reader and second reader mode were
found to have the same sensitivities. When looking at these studies it is possible
to find some limitations and points of improvement. First of all these studies share
a limited data-set. In [94], for example, the observer study was performed using
only 50 scans. In addition, the study was limited to solid nodules, excluding the
other typologies of nodules. Furthermore, all the studies are retrospective, usually on
datasets collected for screening purposes. Due to the nature of being retrospective,
the authors can not exclude memory effects. In fact, the scans were annotated by
the same radiologists twice, with a small interval of time between the two reading
phases. All these reasons motivated us to set up an observer study to investigate the
impact of CAD in the radiologist performances. We decided to built a prospective
observer study on a clinical dataset of oncological patients. The second aim of the
study was to clinically validate the M5L on-demand system, since we believe that
only a direct usage in clinical practice could give us the possibility to test all the
functionalities of the developed system, and build new ones if requested by clinicians.
Finally, this observer study has the appeal to collect a dataset of annotated clinical
data to be used for further clinical investigations. In particular, a study [96] compared
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the appearance of pulmonary metastases as found on CT scans with pathological
findings in lung specimens obtained during the autopsy. The research underlines how
the nature of a metastatic tumor mainly manifests itself by a growing margin. The
properties of the margin seem to have a correlation with pathological characteristics
of the tumor. The authors stated that the analysis should be verified with additional
datasets and including several characteristics of the nodules. Our observer study
opens the possibility to improve studies like the cited one, since for each finding we
collect information about different properties of the nodules.

4.2

Material and Methods

The study has been set up in collaboration with the Institute for Cancer Research
and Care (IRCCS) in Candiolo, Italy. The Candiolo Cancer Institute is a private
non-profit institution founded and supported by the Fondazione Piemontese per la
Ricerca sul Cancro-Onlus (FPRC) and operated by the Fondazione del Piemonte per
l’ Oncologia (FPO: co-founded by FPRC and the Regione Piemonte). The Institute
is a recognized IRCCS (Istituto di Ricovero e Cura a Carattere Scientifico) by the
Italian Ministry of Health. Its mission is a significant contribution to fight cancer, by
understanding the basics, and by providing state-of-the-art diagnostic and therapeutic
services. This study was a single-centre cross sectional study. Each participant
underwent chest CT clinical examinations. Local institution board approval was
obtained to publish the data. This study was a direct collaboration with the Medical
Physics Department coordinated by Dr. Michele Stasi and the Radiology Department
coordinated by Prof. Daniele Regge.

4.2.1

CT Protocol

Two different kinds of examinations were used for the patients in our study: CT
with or without contrast enhancement. Different clinical protocols are prescribed
for the preparation of the patient undergoing a scan with contrast enhancement. In
particular, in our study, if the patients referred some allergies in the three days before
the exam, they were prescribed the following therapy: Omeprazole, Deltacorte,
Zirtec. The day of the scan, the patients are delivered the following additional
therapy: Trimeton, Flebocortid. The images were acquired only if the patient was
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accompanied by a person, fasting and with blood examination for creatinine not
older than 6 days. Before underlying the differences in the acquisition parameters,
it is worth to describe some of the main parameters defining the properties of the
acquisition protocols used in our study:
• Tube potential: the electric potential applied across the X-ray tube in order to
accelerate electrons to the target material. It is expressed in unit of kilovolts
(kV);
• Tube current-time product: the product of the current of the tube and the
exposure time per rotation. It is expressed in units of milliampere x seconds
(mAs). In helical scan mode, it is equal to the current of the tube x rotation
time;
• pitch: unit-less parameter which is used to describe the table travel during
helical CT. It is equal to the table travel (mm) per gantry rotation divided by
the total nominal beam width (in mm);
• acquisition time: it corresponds to the time used to acquire a single signal for
each rotation. It is measured in seconds;
• configuration of the detectors: on multi-channel CT scanners, there are multiple data channels that route the signals collected on the detector surface to
the reconstruction computer. These data channels can be utilized in a flexible
manner to produce more than one thin image during one rotation of the gantry,
or fewer thicker images during one rotation of the gantry. The combination of
the number of active channels and the detector width (in z-direction) assigned
to each channel is called the detector configuration and it is measured in mm;
• reconstruction algorithm: represents the algorithm used by the software that,
starting from the single raw projections, produces the final image.
Table 4.1 shows the summary of the main characteristics of different protocols used
for the acquisition of the scans in our study. The first protocol is called Basal
CT and it does not include the usage of any contrast enhancement technique. The
second protocol is called Contrast-Enhanced (CE) CT. Both protocols make use
of the same reconstruction algorithm: Filtered-Back Projection (FBP), the most
common approach used in clinical practice so far. Before briefly explaining the
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CT Protocol
Tube Potential (kV)
Tube current-time product (mAs)
Slice Thickness (mm)
Reconstruction Algorithm
Acquisition Time (s)
Pitch
Detector Configuration (mm)

Thorax-Basal CT
120
130
3
Filtered Back Projection
0.5
1.2
32x1

CE-CT
140 − 100
139
3
Filtered Back Projection
0.5
0.9
64x0.6

Table 4.1 Summary of the main parameters corresponding to the acquisition protocols used
in our study. Thorax-basal uses only one value for the electric potential applied across the
x-ray tube. CE-CT is a Dual Energy CT (DECT) making use of two different values of the
tube potential in order to acquire a combine different X-ray spectra.

Fig. 4.1 View of the two different coordinate systems: patient coordinates (x, y) and CT
′
′
coordinates (x , y )

theory underlying this algorithm, it is fundamental to define two different systems of
coordinates: the patient coordinates system and the CT coordinate system. At the
beginning it is assumed that the patient stays still, so it is assigned to the Cartesian
′
coordinate system (x, y). There is also the CT system of coordinates (x , y′ ) which
can rotate around the patient at an angle φ . Figure 4.1 gives a schematic view of
those systems. After having acquired a sufficient number of projections at different
acquisition angles, it is required to fit each projection to its corresponding position
in order to obtain a reconstructed image. The algorithm makes use of the so-called
Radon transformation. We can define the attenuation of the X-rays at a particular
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′

position x taken from a projection at angle φ as:
′
I
p(x , φ ) = log( ) = −
I0

Z

′

′

′

µ(x , y )dy

where µ is the absorption coefficient, I is the intensity of the attenuated ray and I0
is the initial original intensity. A pictorial view of the Radon transform is shown in
Figure 4.2. It it possible to rewrite the previous equation as:

Fig. 4.2 Pictorial view of the Radon transform.

′

Z + inf Z + inf

p(x , φ ) =
Z + inf

=
− inf

− inf

− inf
′

′

µ(x, y)δ (x cos(φ ) + y sin(φ ) − x )dxdy
′

′

′

µ(x cos(φ ) − y cos(φ ), x sin φ + y cos(φ ))dy′

where δ is the point impulse. This last equation is called Radon transform and
it represents the integral of each projection all over the angles. Using the Radon
transform, the back projection can be defined as:
Z π

B(x, y) =

′

p(x , φ )dφ
0

In a more computational way the algorithm can be described as shown in Figure 4.3.
Coming back to our description, the two protocols share this illustrated reconstruction
algorithm, but they adopt two different approaches. In fact, CE CT falls into the
category of Dual Energy CT (DECT). In this protocol two CT datasets are acquired
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Fig. 4.3 Schematic view of the steps composing the algorithm of filtered back projection.

using different X-ray spectra. The spectra result different because they are generated
using different voltages of the X-ray tube. After the acquisition of the images, all the
CT scans are stored in the hospital PACS on an optical support using the DICOM-3
standard. All the scans used in the study are also anonymized before being uploaded
for CAD analysis.

4.2.2

Image Interpretation

Two experienced faculty radiologists (range 20-35 years of experience) and one
young radiologist (training as resident radiologist, 2 years of experience) took part
in our study. All the radiologists work in the Radiology Department of IRCCS
Candiolo. First of all, we trained the radiologists on how to use the M5L CAD
system before the beginning of the study using 5 test cases for a total of 4 nodules.
Each exam is submitted to the M5L front-end as soon as acquired, anonymized and
stored in the hospital PACS. To make the procedure faster we allowed the submission
of bunches of 10 cases per upload, which were processed using a batch routine
every evening. Immediately after the submission, the three radiologists receive an
e-mail with the direct link to annotate the case. Since the study was performed
with the CAD as second reader, the radiologists first annotate the cases without
having access to CAD results. Medical annotations are inserted as usually done in
clinical practice: radiologists use the post-processing technique of the Maximum
Intensity Projection (MIP). This technique projects all the voxels with the highest
attenuation value on every view. Considering each XY coordinate, only the pixel
with the highest HU along the z axis is represented. This allows to show in a single
bidimensional image all the dense structures in a given volume. This technique is
mostly used to detect pulmonary nodules. An example of an axial view with MIP of
a chest CT scan in shown in Figure 4.4. For each lesion, the radiologists manually
segment the identified lesions and then fill in the on-line report. All the characteristics
of the annotation web form were described in Chapter 2. In order to reduce the
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Fig. 4.4 Axial view of a chest CT scan after applying MIP. Denser structures appear as static
when scrolling through slices.

variability between radiologists in the annotation protocol,during the training session
each category present in the report was explained with dedicated examples. Special
attention has been dedicated to the malignancy score of a finding. The radiologists
were trained to assign the malignancy score only based on visual assessment of the
properties of the nodule without considering any additional clinical information on
the patient as support for the evaluation. It is worth to remind the definition of the
malignancy scores. The degree of malignancy is defined as: subjective assessment
of the likelihood of malignancy, assuming that the scan originated from a 60-yearold male smoker. The score goes from 0 (Highly Unlikely to be malignant) to
4 (Highly suspicious to be malignant) as defined in [50]. The dimension of the
nodule is reported (in mm) as the measure of the major diameter on the 2D axial
images using a window level for the lung parenchyma with depth 1360 and level
530. The main motivation underlying the idea of asking the radiologist to fill such a
detailed annotation form was to collect a clinical dataset of annotated scans in order
to use it for additional investigations. Finally, in our study, to be consistent with
available guidelines in clinical practice [17], we asked the radiologists to annotate
only nodules with a diameter equal or larger than 3 mm and discard smaller ones.
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After the radiologist has completed the insertion of the ROIs, the annotation is stored
and no additional changes can be performed.

4.2.3

Double reading with CAD

As already mentioned in the beginning, the goal of our study is to investigate
the impact of CAD as second reader in the overall sensitivity. For this reason,
CAD results are available for review only when the first unassisted reading has
been completed and validated. As soon as the radiologists validate the unassissted
annotations, an e-mail containing the link to CAD results is automatically sent and the
review of CAD results becomes available. In order to reduce the review time, CAD
marks are automatically compared by our system to the pathological ROIs in each
annotation. A matching algorithm associates two findings when the 3D Euclidean
distance between them is smaller than the mean diameter. This procedure allows to
directly associate the findings of the CAD which match with the annotated findings.
In this case, the CAD finding takes the same properties (e.g, malignancy score) of
the corresponding annotated finding. This automated procedure allows radiologists
to save time and focus on overlooked findings. The list of unmatched finding must
be reviewed by the radiologists. Using again the web-form, the radiologist can mark
a finding as: False Positive, Irrelevant or True Positive. In the irrelevant findings
are included the definition in [45] and also all the nodules smaller than 3mm or
with a malignancy score smaller than 2. For each CAD mark the radiologist has the
possibility to display a zoomed view of the finding and the overall axial view of the
slice corresponding to the findings. For each finding marked as True Positive, the
radiologist is asked to specify its malignancy score. Findings marked as TP represent
nodules missed by radiologists in the original annotation. They are automatically
added to the original annotation, as soon as the review process has been completed. A
comparison between the first unassisted reading and the second assisted reading gives
an indication of the CAD contribution of CAD to the overall detection sensitivity.

4.2.4

Reading Time

Reading time for unassisted reading and CAD assisted read (sum of the reading time
without CAD and the following time for reviewing the CAD results) were recorded
for each case and each reader. Reading time was documented by a person without
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professional experience in radiology (the author of this thesis) and not involved in
the reading process.

4.2.5

Reference Standard

To build a robust reference standard [38] all the nodules equal or larger than 3
mm annotated by at least one radiologist and all the CAD findings marked as true
positives by at least one radiologist have been evaluated again by a pool of two faculty
radiologists with more than 10 years of experience using the Osirix plugin presented
in Chapter 2. They could visualize the finding (marked with a circle) directly on
the CT scans with the possibility to scroll the slices. Additional measurements tool
were available to verify and assess the dimension of the finding. The panel members,
without knowledge of the source of detection of the nodule candidates, assessed
each candidate and arrived at a final decision in consensus as to whether it was a
nodule (TP finding) or not (irrelevant finding). The assessment (malignant / benign)
of the nodules in the reference standard, monitoring them within at least a 9-month
follow-up from the first detection, was investigated by looking at results of available
follow-up examinations and / or at additional medical reports (eg. PET-CT results)
of the patient. In order to perform a sub-analysis regarding the spatial location of
annotated lesions, the findings in the reference standard were classified as: central
lesions those lesions next to a bronchus or blood vessel, as peripheral lesions at
maximum of 2cm from pleural surface and as intermediate the remaining ones [97].

4.2.6

Statistical Analysis

Per-lesion specificity and sensitivity diagnoses given by each reader, and the average
of the three readers, with and without CAD were compared by using the McNemar
test [98]. Sensitivity, specificity, and the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of each
were calculated for each reader, for the sum of the three readers and for each reading
mode. Reviewing times were compared by using the paired t test. Statistical analyses
were performed using software R (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing)
and Microsoft Excel 2010. All statistical tests were 2-sided and were considered
statistically significant at P ≤ 0.05. All Confidence Intervals were reported at the
95% level.
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Sample Size Estimation

The stand-alone sensitivity of CAD in detecting pulmonary nodules equal or larger
than 3 mm in diameter was found to be 80% with a specificity of 4 False Positive
findings per scan in a previous validation work [46]. A power calculation (at 5%
significance and 80% power) performed on the basis of this estimate suggests that at
least 180 patients with a nodule equal or larger than 3 mm in diameter are required
to detect a 10% difference in the detection between unassisted and assisted reading.
Since, from a preliminary study, the prevalence of target cases was found to be 80%
at least 216 patients must be included in the study. The sample size was increased to
237 cases to increase the statistical significance.

4.3
4.3.1

Results
Study Population

Of the 237 patients, 12 were excluded from the analysis for the following reasons:
severe pulmonary fibrosis (n =2), diffuse bronchiectasis (n =1), pneumonia (n =6)
and massive pleural effusion (n=3). The media age of the population was 60 years
(range, 21-90 years) and 108 of 225 (48%) were women. There was no age difference
between men and women (P-value < 0.01). The large majority of patients underwent
CE-CT (88%). Fifty-eight of the 225 (26%) patients had at least one metastases
and the average number of metastases per positive patient was 4 (range 2-6). The
most common sites of primaries were the following: colon (54/225, 24%), sarcomas
(25/225, 11%), melanomas (22/225, 10%), and breast (21/225, 9%). The percentage
of malignant nodules was found to be 30% (64/215). The median diameter of lesions
was 8.5 mm (range 4-28 mm). The majority of nodules had a diameter between 3
and 5 mm (77%, 166/215) followed by nodules between 6 and 9 mm (19% 40/215)
and by those larger than 9mm (4%, 9/215). Most of the nodules were located at
the periphery of the lungs (62%, 133/215), followed by the intermediate area (27%
59/215) and only few nodules (11%, 23/215) were located in the central region. In
regard of the tissue characteristics most of the nodules were solid (67%, 143/215),
followed by part-solid (15%, 33/215), sub-solid (12%, 25/215) and calcified (6%,
14/215).
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4.3 Results
Reader 1

Reader 2

Reader 3

Average of all readers

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

63% (105/166)
70% (28/40)
93% (8/9)

55,71
53,83
52,99

67% (110/166)
83% (31/40)
100% (9/9)

58, 73
62,89
66,99

54% (89/166)
83% (33/40)
93% (8/9)

46,61
67,93
52,99

61% (304/498)
77% (92/120)
93% (25/27)

57,65
68,84
76,99

Location
Central
52% (12/23)
Intermediate 61% (36/59)
Sub Pleural 70% (93/133)

31,73
47,73
61,78

65% (15/23)
68% (40/59)
71% (95/133)

43,84
54,79
63,79

52% (12/23)
61% (36/59)
62% (82/133)

31,73
47,73
53, 70

57% (39/69)
63% (112/177)
68% (270/399)

44,68
56,70
63,72

Tissue Type
Solid
Part Solid
Sub Solid
Calcified

66% (94/143)
61% (20/33)
60% (15/25)
86% (12/14)

57,73
42,77
39,79
57,98

67% (96/143)
73% (24/33)
72% (18/25)
86% (12/14)

59,75
54,87
50,88
57,98

62% (89/143)
55% (18/33)
52% (13/25)
71% (10/14)

54,70
36, 72
31,72
42,92

65% (279/429)
63% (62/99)
61% (46/75)
81% (34/42)

60,70
52,72
49,72
66,91

Total

65% (141/215)

59,72

70% (150/215)

63,76

60% (130/215)

54,67

65% (421/645)

61,69

Size
3 - 5 mm
6 - 9 mm
>9 mm

Table 4.2 Per-lesion sensitivity results for all the readers and the average of all the readers
for the unassisted reading.

4.3.2

Stand-Alone CAD performance

Results of per-lesion analysis are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for the unassisted
and double reading respectively. Mean sensitivity of unassisted reading was 65%
(421/645, CI: 61%,69%) for nodules greater than 3mm. Mean sensitivity of CAD
assisted reading for the same nodules was 88% (570/645, CI: 86%,91%). There
was a statistically significant difference (88% vs 65%, P<0.01) between unassisted
and assisted CAD reading. Mean sensitivity for nodules between 3-5mm was 61%
(304/498, CI: 57%,65%) and 91% (451/498, CI: 88%,93%) for respectively unassisted and double reading paradigm. There was a statistically significant difference
(91% vs 61%, P<0.01) between the two reading modalities. Mean sensitivity for
nodules located within the central region was 57% (39/69, CI: 44%,68%) and 89%
(61/69, CI: 78%,95%) for unassisted and double reading protocol respectively. There
was a statistically significant difference (89% vs 57%, P=0.02) between the two reading modalities. A statistically significance difference (61% vs 91%, P=0.02) was also
found between unassisted and double reading modalities for sub-solid nodules. To
investigate the relation between the sensitivities and the malignancy score, we have
built the ROC curves for all the readers for both unassisted and second reading. On
the x axis the values of the malignancy score are reported, while on the y axis there
are the sensitivities. Each point on the ROC curve is built considering all the nodules
in the reference standard with a malignancy score greater than the corresponding
value on the x axis. Results are shown in Figure 4.5. The unassisted sensitivity
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Reader 1

Reader 2

Reader 3

Average of all readers

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Sensitivity (%)

95% CI

Delta (*)

P-value

89% (148/166)
82% (33/40)
100% (9/9)

83,93
67,93
66,100

96% (160/166)
85% (34/40)
100% (9/9)

92, 99
70,94
66,100

86% (143/166)
88% (35/40)
100% (9/9)

80,91
73,96
66,100

91% (451/498)
85% (102/120)
100% (27/27)

88,93
77,91
87,100

+30%
+8%
+7%

<0.01
0.8
0.2

Location
Central
87% (20/23)
Intermediate 89% (53/59)
Sub Pleural 88% (117/133)

66,97
79,96
81,93

91% (21/23)
92% (54/59)
89% (118/133)

72,99
81,97
82,94

87% (20/23)
86% (51/59)
87% (116/133)

66,97
75,94
80,92

89% (61/69)
89% (158/177)
88% (351/399)

78,95
84,93
84,91

+32%
+26%
+20%

0.02
0.04
0.03

Tissue Type
Solid
Part Solid
Sub Solid
Calcified

89% (126/143)
87% (29/33)
88% (22/25)
93% (13/14)

82,93
72,97
69,97
66,99

89% (127/143)
91% (30/33)
92% (23/25)
93% (13/14)

82,93
76,98
74,99
66,99

87% (125/143)
82% (27/33)
92% (23/25)
86% (12/14)

81,92
65,93
74,99
57,98

88% (378/429)
87% (86/99)
91% (68/75)
90% (38/42)

85,91
79,93
82,96
66,91

+23%
+24%
+30%
+9%

<0.01
0.03
0.02
0.8

Total

89% (190/215)

83,92

90% (193/215)

85,93

87% (187/215)

82,91

88% (570/645)

86,91

+23%

<0.01

Size
3 - 5 mm
6 - 9 mm
>9 mm

Table 4.3 Per-lesion sensitivity results for all the readers and the average of all the readers
for the double reading reading. * Delta = (average sensitivities of all readers with Double
reading - average sensitivities of all readers unassisted Reading ) for each category in the
table.
Shortest Measured Reading Time (time ± SD

Longest Measured Reading Time (time ± SD)

Reader 1 Unasissted

(290 ± 83) s

(305 ± 90) s

Reader 2 Unasissted

(300 ± 90) s

(310 ± 90) s

Reader 3 Unasissted

(290 ± 83) s

(295 ± 70) s

Overall Average Unassisted Reading

(293 ± 85) s

(303 ± 85) s

Reader 1 + CAD assisted

(319 ± 100) s

(330 ± 95) s

Reader 2 + CAD assisted

(330 ± 70) s

(341 ± 70) s

Reader 3 + CAD assisted

(319 ± 70) s

(330 ± 70) s

(323 ± 82) s

(334 ± 80) s

Readers

Overall Average Double Reading

Table 4.4 Reading time performances per individual readers

grows up choosing a larger malignancy score as cut off point in the ROC curves,
Table 4.4 presents the results of individual reading time for all the readers for the two
different reading paradigms. Using CAD as second reader, Radiologist 1 experienced
a maximum difference in reading time of +40 s and a minimum difference of +14s
compared to the unassisted reading time. Radiologist 2 experienced a maximum
difference in reading time of +41 s and a minimum difference of +20s compared
to the unassisted reading time. Radiologist 3 experienced a maximum difference in
reading time of +40 s and a minimum difference of +29s compared to the unassisted
reading time. Pooling the individual reading times, the mean reading time of CAD
assisted reading and unassisted was found to be 330s (CI: 319,341) and 300s (CI:
290,310), respectively (P value < 0.05).
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Fig. 4.5 ROC curves divided per malignancy score for each reader for both unassisted and
assisted reading modalities

4.3.3

False positive, True positive and False negative analysis

The majority of false positive findings could be attributed to the following categories:
rib-vertebral joints and superposition of different vascular structures. The majority
of CAD false negatives were Ground Glass Opacities (GGOs) presenting a poorly
marked structure with an undefined margin and usually totally embedded into the
lung parenchyma or nodules completely attached to a vascular structure. Radiologist
Overlooked findings were quite often sub-solid nodules usually smaller than 5 mm
in diameters placed next to the pulmonary hilum and over the diaphragm.

4.4

Conclusion and Discussion

According to our knowledge only few CAD systems have been tested specifically in
patients with extra-thoracic cancer to detect lung metastases, but in small sample of
less than a hundred nodules, since the better part of the works are usually based on
screening databases. In our study, per-lesion sensitivity of unassisted interpretation
and that of double reading interpretation were founded to be significantly different.
In fact, double reading protocol increased radiology stand-alone sensitivity from
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65 to 88%, much larger than average radiologists’ sensitivity [99]. This finding is
consistent with results in previous studies [94] [95], where second-reader CAD was
used on a smaller data-sets of only solid nodules. In addition, second reading acts
as detection rates equalisers between observers of different level of experience, as
also pointed out in [12]. CAD stand-alone sensitivity was in some cases found to be
greater than second reading sensitivity, meaning that radiologists sometimes marked
as irrelevant of false positive findings correctly detected by the automated system.
With our study, we significantly increased the sample (both on size and nodules
type) eliminating possible memory effects. Regarding the dimensions, the major
contribution of CAD was observed for small nodules (3-5mm), while it was less
marked or quite absent for larger ones (>6mm). As expected sub-solid nodules were
the more difficult to be detected due to poor density difference with respect to lung
parenchyma. In fact, the readers in our study had the lowest detection sensitivity for
this type of nodules which remarkably increased after assisted reading (91% vs 61%).
When looking at the localization most of the lung nodules in our study population
showed a peripheral lung distribution as reported in literature (Seo, et al. 2001)
and had smooth margins. The main contribution of the automated system regarded
central lesions (89% vs 57% of the unassisted reading) which were more likely to
be overlooked by radiologists’ because they are attached to vascular or bronchial
structures which can totally embed the finding. Despite the malignancy score could
be a reliable indicator to discriminate between malignant and benign nodules, since
based on a qualitative assessment of the visual properties of the finding, it can be
considered as a confidence score. In fact, radiologists’ sensitivity grew up when
considering a higher malignancy score as cut-off point. The role of the CAD was to
increase the number of nodules with lower malignancy scores.
The CAD stand-alone performance was found to be larger than the sensitivity
obtained in our previous validation on the LIDC-IDRI dataset (Lopez Torres, et
al. 2015). This result proved the capability of the system to achieve good performances also on external datasets, even without an optimization of the algorithms
on mentioned databases. Further developments on the algorithms could increase
the detection sensitivity and specificity. The sensitivity can be improved by adding
to our algorithms dedicated features for the detection of sub-solid nodules, as for
example suggested in (Jacobs, et al. 2011). The specificity can be improved by
retraining the classifier in order to reduce the most common type of False Positive
(rib-vertebral joints and superposition of different vascular structures). As expected,
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the second reading with CAD decreased time-efficiency in reviewing time. To tackle
this issue, the automated matching system between CAD findings and radiologists
findings allowed to reduce the second-reading time, which was found to be only 10%
larger than the reading time without CAD. These results are much lower (P-value
< 0.05) than the values available in the literature [94] [95]. Finally, the frequency
of pulmonary metastases was found to be 25.8% which is compatible to the value
(30%) found in the literature. The average number of nodules per metastatic patients
was 4. The collected data-sets could allow additional clinical investigations to relate
the nodule visual features and the malignancy. It is worth noticing some limitations
of our study. First of all, since not all the types of cancer are treated in the structure
from which data were acquired, the population does not include all the type of possible cancers. Secondly, the number of readers could be increased (not necessarily
belonging to the same institution) in order to build a more robust reference standard.
In addition, it is necessary to perform an additional observer study aiming at investigating possible differences (sensitivity / reading time) between concurrent reader
and second reader approaches in order to find the most suitable protocol to insert
CAD in clinical practice. In conclusion, we proposed and clinically validated our
Web- and Cloud-based system for the automated detection of pulmonary metastases.
This CAD represents a cost-effective solution for clinical facilities because it allows
both inserting medical reports and accessing / reviewing CAD results just using a
web browser, while a separated cloud back-end is taking care of CAD computations.
Finally, this study showed the positive impact of CAD as second reader opening the
possibility to use automated system as clinical decision support.
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